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PREFACE
This report represents the policy document and plan diagram for the Borkey Area Specific Plan,
a land use plan and guidelines for the development of the northeasterly portion of the community
of Paso Robles, along land north of State Highway 46 East. One component of a series of
community-wide plans and policies shaping the evolution of the City of El Paso de Robles, the
Borkey Area Specific Plan is intended to be integrated with the City’s General Plan and with
underlying zoning and development regulations to preserve and enhance the quality and
character of the community. The Borkey Area Specific Plan is further intended to reflect the
values and priorities of the citizens of Paso Robles as they are applied to the general welfare of
the City as a whole.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

This document and accompanying plan map present the Borkey Area Specific Plan, prepared for
and adopted by the City of El Paso de Robles to guide the development and evolution of land
uses and supportive services for the northeastern portion of the community. The plan has been
formulated on behalf of the City by QUAD Consultants, a professional planning consulting firm
based in Visalia, California. The plan reflects a composite of property owner land use proposals
and is the product of input from a broadly representative group of interests in the community.
Purpose and Scope of the Plan
The purpose of the Borkey Area Specific Plan is to establish a policy framework, guidelines and
standards for the long-term evolution and development of land uses and supportive infrastructure
and services for the plan area. Consisting of the northeasterly portion of the community, the plan
area encompassed by the Borkey Area Specific Plan includes a variety of existing urban and
rural development, agricultural lands, infrastructure and physiographic features. The primary
east-west access route into the community, State Highway 46, comprises the southerly boundary
of the plan area and substantially influences the planning environment in several key ways. The
plan area lies within, and under the jurisdictions of, both the City of El Paso de Robles and the
County of San Luis Obispo at the present time. Preparation and adoption of this specific plan
has been undertaken to provide for a uniformly acceptable set of standards and criteria to be
administered by both the City and the County governing the long-term development of the plan
area.
The geographic extent of the area encompassed by the plan is illustrated by Figure 1, on the
following page. In total, the plan area includes approximately 767 acres. Selection of the plan
area was based upon the following criteria:
•

The presence of several comparatively large, contiguous parcels under a single
ownership, enabling comprehensive planning to be undertaken with cohesive input from
the property owner and his designated representatives;

•

The relatively flat topography and featureless physiography of much of the plan area,
enabling a wide range of land use alternatives and development potential to be
realistically evaluated as a part of the planning process;

•

The current configuration of the community and local development patterns, which
suggest that further urbanization to the north, along the Highway 101 corridor, may be
easier to serve with infrastructure and, in the long term, may present fewer circulationrelated problems to the community than comparable development south of Highway 46
and to the east; and
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Figure 1 Inserted here
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•

The desire of the City to include land in the plan area which is presently zoned for urban
uses by the County of San Luis Obispo, but which lies outside the current City limits, to
ensure consistency of development with adopted City standards.

The “planning period,” the timeframe the plan is intended to address, is twenty years, to the
year 2021. This timeframe is consistent with that being utilized for several other major
policy and land use planning efforts of the City of Paso Robles, including a comprehensive
General Plan update, which will help determine the future shape and character of the
community. At the same time, it is acknowledged that meaningful planning for such an
extended period must take cognizance of the potential for changes in the environment, the
economy, and other factors affecting community priorities. Consequently, it is intended that
this plan be subjected to rigorous reevaluation and a process of revalidation and/or revision at
five-year intervals.
Legal Basis for Plan
As provided for in Sections 65450 through 65457 of the California Government Code, and
described in the State General Plan Guidelines promulgated by the State Office of Planning
and Research (OPR), a specific plan is a tool for the “systematic implementation” of the
general plan of a local jurisdiction. Following the prescribed requirements of the referenced
sections of the Government Code, a specific plan is to be composed of text and diagrams
which:
•

Depict the distribution, location and extent of land uses within the area covered by
the plan;

•

Describe the proposed distribution, location, extent, and intensity of major
components of public and private infrastructure (e. g. sewage, water, drainage,
solid waste disposal, energy, transportation, and related systems and facilities);

•

Establish standards and criteria for the progress of development of the plan area
and for the conservation, development, and utilization of natural resources, where
applicable; and

•

Spell out an implementation program to carry out the goals and policies of the
plan, including regulations, programs, public works projects, and potential
financing strategies and measures.

A specific plan may also include any other subjects which are, in the determination of the
local agency, necessary to facilitate implementation and administration of the general
plan as it affects the specific plan area.
Specific plans must be consistent with the applicable general plan elements of the
adopting jurisdiction. A required component of a specific plan is a statement
documenting the precise relationship of the plan to the local agency’s general plan.
Revised July 2002 per Ordinance 827 N.S.
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Specific plans are comparatively common tools among California communities for
implementing general plan policies and programs, particularly in instances where the
planning environment is unusually sensitive or where planning issues are more complex.
In the City of Paso Robles, one prior specific plan has been adopted, the Union/46
Specific Plan, encompassing the area located immediately to the south of the Borkey
Specific Plan Area, south of Highway 46. In this specific plan, planning and
development policies and standards were prescribed at a significantly greater level of
detail than in the City’s overall General Plan, and were accompanied by a variety of
programs and measures to accomplish their implementation. As reflected by the example
of the Union/46 Specific Plan, the specific plan concept is utilized by the City as both a
regulatory and a policy approach to local planning issues.
Historical Background
The process of preparing and adopting the Borkey Area Specific Plan was initiated by the
City in September, 1987, when the owner of a substantial portion of the plan area, Mr.
Paul Borkey, filed a written request with the City of Paso Robles proposing a change of
zone for a significant part of his property. Prior to that time, since the annexation of
portions of Mr. Borkey’s property to the City in 1985, the City had received inquiries
from both Mr. Borkey and other parties interested in development of the plan area. In
October 1985, Mr. Borkey had previously applied for a rezoning of this property to
permit urban-level development. In February, 1986, the City’s Master Plan Committee
recommended that Mr. Borkey’s rezoning request be addressed by the preparation of a
specific plan for the area. The Committee felt that there were a number of general policy
issues, as well as several site-specific concerns, which such a plan would help resolve. In
December, 1986, the City Council established five separate areas of the community for
which specific plans would be required, including the one encompassing Mr. Borkey’s
property.
Following Mr. Borkey’s September 1987 rezoning request, the City began the process of
plan preparation. Because the scope of the proposed plan was beyond that which could
be readily undertaken within the limits of existing staff resources, a determination to
employ a consultant to assist the City with the project was made. In January 1988, the
city solicited statements of qualifications from consulting firms interested in assisting the
City with the preparation of the plan. By April 1988, a consultant had been selected, and
the plan preparation process described in the following section of this chapter was fully
under way.
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Plan Formulation Process
Preparation and adoption of the Borkey Area Specific Plan has involved a process
combining technical analysis and study with a strong public participation orientation.
The plan effort has paralleled several other City policy planning undertakings, including
the concurrent preparation of a comprehensive update to the City’s General Plan, the
initiation of redevelopment plan implementation steps for the Downtown, and the
preparation by project applicants of a specific plan for the “Chandler Ranch Area” in the
easterly portion of the community.
To ensure that a diversity of perspectives and views held by interested parties would be
applied to the planning process, the City developed an extensive public participation
program for the Borkey Area Specific Plan. A comprehensive list of property owners
within and nearby the plan area, of real estate and development interests, and of
concerned members of the general public has been developed and maintained by the City
throughout the planning process. Representatives of other key governmental and service
agencies with potential interests in the substance and consequences of the proposed plan
have also been included on this list. Periodic meetings with the City Planning
Commission and the City Council to identify key planning issues affecting the Borkey
Area and the community and to formulate preliminary concepts for the specific plan were
held. Everyone on the mailing list received notices of each meeting and was invited to
attend and provide input to the discussions of the Commission and the Council. Interested
property owners, members of the Planning Commission and the Council, and City staff
also took two field trips to view developments in other communities similar to
development concepts under consideration for the Borkey area.
Concurrently with the public participation process described above, the City staff and
consultants met with representatives of various County of San Luis Obispo departments,
to review issues of mutual concern to both agencies regarding the plan. Discussions were
held pertaining to land use, circulation, air quality, protection of adjacent agricultural
lands, and other environmental concerns. Further, meetings were conducted with the
Paso Robles Municipal Airport manager and discussions were undertaken with County
staff to review the status of the recently-completed Airport Master Plan update and draft
Airport Land Use Plan, as well as to consider general airport-related concerns as they
affect the plan area. Officials from CALTRANS and from the school district were also
contacted during the early stages of the plan formulation process. Comments from this
series of meetings were reviewed and incorporated as appropriate into the studies
underlying the formulation of the recommended plan.
An environmental impact report (EIR) has been prepared to evaluate the potential effects
on the physical environment associated with implementing the plan. The EIR was
scheduled for extensive review by public agencies, property owners and other interested
parties.
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Content and Format of Plan Document
The content and format of this plan document correspond to the requirements of the
California Government Code and the State General Plan Guidelines for the preparation
and adoption of specific plans. Subsequent chapters of this document include a summary
description of existing conditions in the plan area; define the goals and policies
determined to be appropriate for application to the plan area and upon which specific
planning recommendations set forth in the plan are based; provide an exposure to the
various alternative development concepts which were considered for the plan area in
formulating the recommended plan; present the recommended land use, circulation,
design and infrastructure development plan for the area; prescribe development standards
and design guidelines for the various elements of the plan; set forth potential
implementation measures and programs to accomplish the goals and policies of the plan;
and review the financing approaches recommended to the City for furthering the intent of
the plan.
Accompanying the plan text is the required plan diagram, which outlines and delineates
the distribution and extent of plan area land uses, major circulation system components,
and other important public facilities and infrastructure.
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CHAPTER TWO
EXISTING CONDITIONS IN PLAN AREA
The overall plan area for the Borkey Area Specific Plan encompasses approximately 767 acres.
The area lies northerly and easterly of the existing urban portion of the City of Paso Robles,
along State Highway 46 and the Salinas River. The area is bounded roughly by the centerline of
the Salinas River channel on the west, State Highway 46 on the south, an extension of the
alignment of Circle B Road on the north, and the easterly boundary of the Wallace industrial
Subdivision on the east. Figure 2, appearing on the following page, depicts the location of the
plan area in relationship to the rest of the community.
Definition of Plan Subareas
The plan area has been disaggregated into six subareas to facilitate the analysis of the specific
planning issues particularly applicable to each. Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of these
subareas. Designation of each subarea was based upon two factors: (1) existing land use and
ownership patterns; and (2) relationship to the issues identified through the public participation
process as being pertinent to planning for the overall area. Brief descriptions of existing
conditions prevalent in each subarea are set out in the following paragraphs.
Subarea A
This subarea is comprised of four relatively large acreage, predominantly agricultural parcels
located in the northerly portion of the plan area. Two of the former parcels were previously
owned by rancher Paul Borkey, for whom the Specific Plan area is named, while the other two
parcels were formerly owned by Hansen Ranch. All four parcels were acquired by Paso Robles
Hot Springs and Spa, Inc./Kiessig Family Trust. The eastern portion of these properties has been
utilized for dry farm agriculture while the western portion has been predominantly rangeland.
Topography of the western and eastern portions is generally flat, while the central part is
characterized by gently rolling hills and drainage swales, one of which contains a small lake
formed by an earth dam near the northern property boundary.
A 23-acre parcel at the southeastern corner of Subarea “a” adjoining Buena Vista Drive has been
donated to Cuesta College to be integrated as part of their North County Campus located
predominantly in Subarea “C”, east of Buena Vista Drive. The remaining 232 acres of Subarea
“A” are proposed as an agriculturally compatible, recreational resort development known as the
“Paso Robles Hot Springs and Spa.”
Subarea B
Subarea B encompasses about 190 acres of virtually flat ground, owned by Mr. Borkey at the
start of the plan preparation process, but subsequently acquired by a San Luis Obispo-area
developer. This subarea is bounded by Buena Vista Road on the east; Experimental Station
Road on the south; North River Road, at the bottom of the bluffs overlooking the Salinas River,
on the west; and the southerly edge of Subarea A, corresponding to the current City limit line, on
the north. Virtually all of Subarea B is presently committed to intensive agricultural production,
with the exception of an agricultural pond at the northwest corner and farm-related buildings,
Revised 2002, per Ordinances 827 N.S. and 848 N.S.
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including Mr. Borkey’s residence, on Experimental Station Road, at the southerly edge of this
subarea. The only topographic features of significance in this subarea are the river bluffs, a
shallow drainage swale running generally westerly across the area, a small agricultural pond, and
the slope of a hill in its extreme northerly portion. This subarea, comprised of most of only two
large parcels, lies completely within the corporate limits of the City.
Subarea C
Subarea C is a single parcel of 82.27 acres located in the north-center portion of the plan area.
Mr. Borkey also owns this property, which is currently wholly utilized for intensive agricultural
production. It is virtually flat and topographically featureless. Subarea C is bounded by Buena
Vista Road on the west, the northerly City limit line and overall plan area boundary on the north,
and private property lines on the east and south.
Subarea D
Subarea D of the overall plan area is comprised of 22 separate parcels, ranging in size from 1.4
to twenty-two acres. Encompassing a total of approximately 101 acres, it consists generally of
those portions of the plan area lying between Experimental Station Road and Highway 46, west
of Buena Vista Road, and along both sides of Experimental Station Road, east of Buena Vista
Road. This subarea is predominantly developed to rural residential uses, except that one large
(twenty-two acres) parcel is under cultivation, and there is a wine tasting room located at the
northwest corner of the intersection of State Highway 46 and Buena Vista Road. One large hill,
several smaller rolling hills, and several drainage swales comprise the topography of this
subarea. It lies entirely within the City limits.
Subarea E
This subarea includes about 113 acres, divided among a number of parcels ranging in size from
1.7 to 21.01 acres. Located at the easterly extreme of the overall plan area, Subarea E is roughly
bisected by Golden Hill Road and is bounded on the south by Highway 46, on the north by the
City limit line and an extension of this alignment, on the east by the overall plan area boundary,
and on the west by the easterly boundary of Subarea D. Topographically featureless except for a
gentle upslope at its westerly extreme, Subarea E presently is divided between land lying within
the City and unincorporated territory still under the jurisdiction of San Luis Obispo County.
Designated for commercial and industrial development currently by both the City’s and County’s
general plans and zone plans, Subarea E is partially developed to corresponding uses. However,
a substantial portion of this subarea is still vacant. The intersection of Golden Hill Road and
Highway 46 is regarded in future City and CALTRANS circulation plans for the area as a key
interchange.
Subarea F
Subarea F is comprised of that portion of the overall plan area which lies west of North River
Road, below the bluffs overlooking the Salinas River. Comprised of parts of three parcels
owned by Mr. Borkey, this subarea is predominantly undeveloped river flood plain.
Approximately thirteen acres are cultivated at the northerly end of this subarea, on relatively flat
ground. The balance of the area is characterized by riparian vegetation and open river bottom.
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Mr. Borkey’s ownership, and the boundary of the overall plan area, extend to the centerline of
the Salinas River. The southerly portion of this subarea lies within the City limits; the balance is
in unincorporated County territory. In total this subarea encompasses about twenty-six acres.
Extent of Current Plan Area Development
Figure 4, appearing on the following page, depicts the extent and character of existing land uses
in the plan area. Table 1 summarizes total acreages devoted to each of the land uses reflected in
the referenced figure.

TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF ACREAGE DEVOTED TO VARIOUS LAND USES
BORKEY SPECIFIC PLAN AREA
Land Use Designation

Acres

Intensive Agriculture
Extensive Agriculture and Open Space
Rural Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Pond

445.7
245.5
51.3
8.9
14.2
1.6

Total

650.0

SOURCE: field surveys by QUAD Consultants, October 1988.

Jurisdiction over land use and development within the Borkey Specific Plan Area is now entirely
within the City of Paso Robles, while the property to the north and east remains outside the City
limits under the County of San Luis Obispo jurisdiction. Figure 5 illustrates the present City
limit line for the City of Paso Robles at it relates to the plan area. This figure also depicts the
existing Sphere of Influence boundary of the City as adopted by the San Luis Obispo County
Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) in June, 1985. The City, in conjunction with its
overall update to the General Plan currently in progress, is reevaluating this Sphere of Influence.
Figure 5 correspondingly depicts a possible Sphere of Influence and Urban Reserve boundary
line extended north of the existing Sphere of Influence boundary, and representing a ten to
twenty-year planning area for the City.
Figure 6 depicts current City General Plan designations as they are applied to those portions of
the plan area lying within the City limits of Paso Robles. Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of
City zoning designations for the incorporated portions of the plan area.
NOTE: Figure 8, which showed County General Plan land use designations for the portions of the plan area were
outside Paso Robles’ City limits prior to July 2002, was removed following annexation of those areas.
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AG
C3
CP
PF
POS

Agriculture (green)
Commercial Service (red)
Neighborhood Commercial (magenta)
Public Facilities (lavender)
Parks and Open Space (teal)

R1
R1,B4
R2
R3
R/L

Single Family Residential (yellow)
Single Family Residential, One Acre Minimum Lots (yellow)
Multi‐Family Residential, 8 units per acre (dark brown)
Multi‐Family Residential, 12 units per acre (dark brown)
Resort Lodging Overlay (“bird track” overlay pattern)

General Plan Land Use Designations
Revised July 2012, per Resolution 12-114
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AG
C3
CP
PF
POS
R1

Agriculture (green)
Commercial Service (pink)
Neighborhood Commercial (magenta)
Public Facilities (lavender)
Parks and Open Space (teal)
Single Family Residential (yellow)

R1,B4
R2
R3
PD
R/L

ZONING DISTRICTS
Revised 2013, per Ordinance 992 N.S.
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Single Family Residential, One Acre Minimum Lots (yellow)
Multi‐Family Residential, 8 units per acre (tan)
Multi‐Family Residential, 12 units per acre (dark brown)
Planned Development Overlay (“PD” appended to Zoning)
Resort Lodging Overlay (“bird track” overlay pattern)
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Existing Traffic Circulation System – Plan Area and Vicinity
The circulation system serving the current distribution of land uses in the plan area is illustrated
in Figure 9. This system is comprised of the major arterial route of State Highway 46, running
east-west along the southerly boundary of the plan area and of a limited network of streets
developed to local and rural standards. Highway 46 proceeds up a gentle gradient from west to
east in this vicinity, and traffic volumes on this stretch of road currently approach 14,000
vehicles per day. Eastbound traffic, because of the grade, is often slow, while westbound traffic
travels comparatively fast. The traffic carrying capacity of this stretch of Highway 46, and the
traffic speeds along this segment of the highway, have long been sources of concern to the City
and local residents. Except for peak period and seasonal traffic congestion at the Highway 46
and Freeway 101 interchange, recent ramp and highway improvements are considered adequate
for current traffic volumes. Long term circulation improvements to this interchange and
Highway 46 are under separate study by CALTRANS.
North River Road, running along the Salinas River channel at the westerly edge of the plan area
is a designated arterial route in the City’s circulation plan. Currently, however, this road is
improved to only rural standards for its length through the plan area. It extends beyond the area
to both the north and south, providing access to the urban portion of the community to the south
and terminating in a rural unincorporated area several miles to the north.
Buena Vista Road runs northerly from Highway 46 through the plan area, ultimately connecting
to the municipal airport to the northeast of the area. It is partially improved to minimum arterial
road standards for the portion south of Subarea A. Within Subarea A and to the north, Buena
Vista Road is improved to minimal rural road standards. Buena Vista Road was originally shown
as a local collector in City circulation plans for the area south of Highway 46, however this
portion of the road was deleted from the Union/46 Specific Plan by Ordinance No. 622 N.S. in
February 1992. The previously referenced Union/46 Specific Plan calls for a local
collector/highway intersection, but is mute regarding the specific characteristics of this
intersection. The intersection of Highway 46 and Buena Vista Road has been improved with a
traffic signal. CALTRANS and City officials both have expressed concerns for safety associated
with a full intersection at Highway 46 and Buena Vista Road at any future time.
Golden Hill Road, a designated major arterial south of Highway 46 and the plan area, does have
a full intersection with the highway and extends north into the plan area for a distance of
approximately 1,320 feet. This roadway is also improved only to rural standards at the present
time. Wallace Avenue, paralleling Highway 46 to the immediate north, intersects with Golden
Hill Road and provides access into a network of local commercial/industrial properties generally
referred to as the “Wallace Industrial Subdivision.” Streets in this subdivision have been
improved to urban local street standards.
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Experimental Station road is the only other improved street right-of-way in the plan area at this
time. Minimally improved to rural road standards, Experimental Station Road runs easterly from
North River Road, at the westerly edge of the plan area, crosses Buena Vista road, and dead-ends
just north of the Highway 46 alignment about 2,200 feet east of Buena Vista. Experimental
Station Road principally provides local access to approximately two dozen rural residential
properties in the plan area.
None of the street rights-of-way in the plan area are currently improved to levels adequate to
accommodate additional future development in the area.
Relationship of Plan Area to Municipal Airport
The presence nearby of the Paso Robles Municipal Airport, to the northeast of the plan area, is
one of the determinants of potential long-term land uses of the area. The airport is generally
regarded as on of the community’s most important assets. It represents a convenience and
amenity to local residents, it is utilized by local business and agricultural interests for
commercial purposes, and it is a potential enhancement to the community’s economic
development potential. Typically, airport-related conflicts with adjacent and nearby land uses
are associated with potential exposure to safety hazards, predominantly in areas lying
immediately beneath approach and takeoff paths, and to noise nuisance from aircraft overflights.
Several court cases in California over the past two decades have held in favor of property and
business interests impacted by nearby airport operations, even in instances when the impacted
uses developed long after the establishment of the airport facilities to which the impacts have
been attributed. Accordingly, among communities wishing to protect their airport facilities from
unreasonable operating constraints, there is increased emphasis upon planning for the protection
of these facilities by establishing land use and development policies in airport areas which
preclude the evolution of uses which are likely to experience conflicts with typical airport
operations. Paso Robles is particularly fortunate to have its airport facility still comparatively
insulated form adjacent or nearby land uses which would present airport/development conflicts.
In planning for the environs surrounding general aviation airports, it is important to consider
three issues: hazards to flight, ground safety, and noise nuisance. Flight hazards are physical
obstructions to navigable airspace (e.g. tall structures, towers, etc.) and land uses which could
affect flight safety (e.g. visual or electronic disruptions to the flight environment). Ground safety
is the issue of risks from airport operations to persons or property on the ground. Nuisance is
typically defined in terms of noise from aircraft at sensitive ground receptors, although some
nuisance to electronics on the ground can, at times, result from nearby aircraft operations.
Figures 10 and 11 delineate the extent of airport-related development restrictions, based upon
long-range potential activities at the Paso Robles Municipal Airport facility, which affect the
area encompassed by the Borkey Area Specific Pan. Taken from the Airport master Plan update
for the facility, Figure 10 illustrates the southerly approach and clear zones for the Paso Robles
Municipal Airport, based upon the long-range projections of aircraft mix, facilities, and
activities. Figure 11 illustrates projected noise contours for the anticipated aircraft mix and
activities at the airport in the year 2005 included in the Airport Master Plan update. Both figures
depict the relationship of the referenced data to the Borkey Specific Plan Area.
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Existing Plan Area Infrastructure
Further conditions of existing development in the plan area which influence its long-term land
use potential are associated with the extent of current and possible future basic infrastructure
systems, including water, sewer, and storm drainage improvements.
Water supply to the plan area is currently drawn entirely from local wells. Existing rural
residences in the plan area are served by individual onsite wells. One City-owned well
(Butterfield No. 12) is located in the easterly portion of the plan area and serves the Wallace
Industrial Subdivision. Several agricultural wells are also located in the area.
Sewer service to the plan area is provided entirely in the form of onsite wastewater disposal
systems. However, the City has recently completed studies of both long-term wastewater
treatment and disposal plant capacity needs and sewering needs for the eastern part of the
community. Based upon its studies, it has been determined the plan area will be crossed by a
major trunk line serving the vicinity of the municipal airport, potential development in the plan
area, and areas south of Highway 46 in the easterly portion of the community. Moreover, a 1988
ordinance adopted by the City requires connection by all development to the municipal
wastewater system. These factors will govern the relationship between plan area development
and wastewater disposal.
Storm drainage in the plan area is currently provided almost exclusively in the form of sheet flow
runoff from private properties into existing natural drainage swales, with occasional culvert
crossings of Highway 46, Buena Vista Road, and North River Road. The sole exception to this
condition is the Wallace Industrial Subdivision, which takes runoff flows onto improved street
rights-of-way and conveys them along street surfaces to a point of deposition at the present
westerly terminus of Tractor Way. From that point, runoff flows across an open field to the
west, then north, and is ultimately ponded on open ground north of the plan area. In general, the
plan area falls naturally toward the west and south, except for the northerly gradient of the
extreme easterly portion of the area.
Appendices A, B, and C included in the technical appendices accompanying this specific plan
document present summaries of more detailed analyses of constraints associated with, and the
potential ultimate plans for, water supply, wastewater disposal, and storm drainage for the plan
area.
Identified Issues of Significance in Determining Plan Approaches
An early step in the process of developing the Borkey Area Specific Plan was the identification
of issues which might potentially be influential or determinant in the establishment of the
ultimate nature and content of the plan. Two full meetings at which property owners and other
interested parties were invited to provide input to the City were dedicated to discussing issues
and constraints which might potentially affect the planning process. In the following paragraphs
of this section, the issues perceived by property owners, other interested parties, the public, and
the City as being important to shaping the plan are restated. Each issue and/or constraint is listed
in the context of the general aspect of the plan area environment or planning process to which it
most appropriately applies.
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Sewer Service
•

Over ninety percent of the plan area can be made developable by connection to a major
gravity trunk sewer.

•

Ten percent or less of the plan area, in the northwest portion, presents special sewerage
design problems, because of topography.

•

The existing pipeline and pump station conveying waste flows across the Salinas River
may not be adequately sized to accommodate projected flows at plan area buildout.

•

The cumulative impact of plan area development with other proposed community
development will require analysis as part of the plan process.

Storm Drainage
•

The westerly portion of the plan area will drain to the Salinas River.

•

The extreme easterly portion of the plan area will drain to onsite retention facilities or to
Huerhuero Creek.

•

Gravity transport of collected stormwater runoff appears feasible.

•

Detention/retention basins may be required, dependent upon land use and other factors.

Domestic Water Supply
•

Wells located within the plan area can probably be counted upon as adequate to provide
domestic water supplies to plan area development.

•

The topography of the plan area is not adequate for a “hilltop” reservoir; pressure
demands for the domestic water supply system will have to be met by well pumps, or
possibly by supplemental booster pumps.

•

Storage needs will be subject to study during the plan preparation process; they are
dependent upon well production capacities.

•

It is assumed that a water system serving the plan area will be operated by the City, but
will be physically separate from the balance of the City system, except for a possible
standby connection to the City’s water system south of Highway 46 at Golden Hill Road.

•

Some area residents are concerned about “cross-contamination” of existing domestic
wells as additional groundwater pumping occurs east of Buena Vista Road.
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Traffic and Circulation
•

Access potential between the plan area and Highway 46 is restricted. Existing City
policy may preclude the extension of Buena Vista Road north/south across the highway.
Golden Hill Road by itself may not be adequate to provide access to the plan area.

•

Capacity of existing river crossings will be impacted if the plan area develops. However,
an additional crossing north of Highway 46 would not be required solely as a result of
plan area development. In the long run, North River Road will function as an arterial
traffic route.

•

Upgrading of Highway 46 in the vicinity of the plan area is essential. Many citizens are
concerned that CALTRANS’ proposed improvements may not fully satisfy local needs
for this segment of the highway.

•

Downtown traffic capacity limits will be impacted by development of the plan area.

Scenic Qualities
•

The Highway 46 entrance to the community is generally acknowledged to be important in
establishing the image of Paso Robles to outsiders.

•

Oak trees must be preserved and protected.

•

The Salinas River riparian environment is an important scenic resource. The river bluffs
provide a scenic viewscape from Highway 101.

Archaeological and Cultural Reources
•

Previous studies indicate only limited potential for the occurrence of significant
archaeological and/or cultural resources in the plan area. Such resources would probably
be confined to riparian areas.

•

Onsite reconnaissance will be necessary during the plan preparation process to confirm
the presence or absence of resources. Little impact on plan area land use designations
was regarded as likely.

Air Quality
•

Community growth, including development of the plan area, will increase locally
generated mobile source air pollutant emissions.

•

Significant stationary source emissions are not anticipated as outcome of the plan for the
area.

•

Evidence suggests that significant amounts of “transported” pollutants are affecting local
air quality. It is beyond the scope of the plan to address mitigation for this issue.
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•

The Borkey Area Specific Plan must contain a mitigation program for locally-generated
mobile source emissions.

Airport
•

Protection of the airport as a long-term important community asset is a priority.

•

There must be a provision made in any relevant local land use planning for long-term
expansion of airport facilities and operations.

•

The easterly extreme of the plan area lies in the defined approach area of the airport.

•

The airport master plan has recently been updated, but the airport land use commission
(ALUC) plan document is considered out-of-date and is being revised.

•

The City can override County ALUC decisions pertinent to the municipal airport.

Recreation / Open Space
•

The City does not favor high-maintenance, low-utility “pocket parks.” The City prefers
to develop larger, more usable recreational open spaces.

•

The project applicant (Mr. Borkey) has agreed to a fifteen-acre dedication of land for
purposes of developing a “district-level” park.

•

Joint park/school site potential exists in the plan area.

•

The Salinas River corridor is a potentially attractive open space and recreational asset.

Community Standards
•

Public concern has been expressed that the quality and character of residential
neighborhoods developed in the plan area be equal to the best elsewhere in the City of
Paso Robles.

•

General design standards will be required to ensure attractive development of the plan
area.

•

The City is committed to a “pay-as-you-go” policy for new development. A sound fiscal
plan will be required as a component of the Borkey Area Specific Plan.

General Land Use
•

Urban/agricultural land use relationships are important. Elements key to these
relationships include transitions between land uses (e.g. “buffering”), development
phasing, and balancing preservation of existing productive agriculture with the need for
community growth.
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•

Protection of the existing “rural” residential environment in and surrounding portions of
the plan area is a substantial public priority.

•

The distribution of commercial land uses in the plan area should be limited to, at a
maximum, the area around Golden Hill Road, on Buena Vista Road, and/or other
nonintrusive locations.

•

Residential development in the plan area will require answers regarding questions of
location, distribution, and density.

•

Some limited industrial development in the plan area may be appropriate, subject to
consistency with other city plans and policies regulating such development.

•

Public and quasi-public uses, such as school, a park, and possibly others, will be required
in the plan area.

Further discussion of the issues outlined above continued throughout the plan preparation
process, helping to determine the land use alternatives, circulation plan, infrastructure plan, and
design standards ultimately included in the recommended specific plan. Figure 12, on the
following page, generally depicts the extent of several of the more significant of the
environmental constraints affecting planning for the Borkey Specific Plan area.
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CHAPTER THREE
DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR THE BORKEY AREA

This chapter outlines and describes the elements of the proposed development plan for the
Borkey area as established by this specific plan. There are five separate elements of this
development plan: plan goals; the land use and circulation plan; plan policies; public facilities
and services; and project design.
Plan Goals
The Borkey Area Specific Plan has been developed to facilitate the attainment of the goals and
objectives of the General Plan of the City of Paso Robles. In furtherance of this purpose,
specific goals and policies have been formulated which apply to the plan area and are an integral
part of the plan.
A goal is a “direction-setter.” It is an ideal future end, condition or state related to the public
health, safety or general welfare toward which planning and implementation measures are
directed. A goal is a general expression of community values and, therefore, is abstract in
nature. Consequently, a goal is typically not quantifiable, time-oriented or suggestive of specific
actions for its achievement.
A policy is a specific statement that guides decision-making. It indicates a clear commitment of
the local legislative body. A policy is best stated when it is clear and unambiguous. Policy
statements form the foundation of this specific plan in guiding future land use and development
patterns in the plan area.
Policies applicable to the development and use of the plan area are set out in a subsequent
section of this chapter, corresponding to each subarea of the overall plan area. The following,
more general, statements represent the goals of the city of Paso Robles in preparing, adopting
and implementing the Borkey Area Specific Plan:
1.

Establishment of land use and development patterns for the Borkey area which are
compatible with the underlying topography and with the capacity of the land and
the overall environment to accommodate them.

2.

Assurance that the quality and character of development to take place in the plan
area is equal to or better than that of the development which has occurred already
in the balance of the community.

3.

Establishment of a policy framework, guidelines, standards, and procedures for
determining the long-term evolution and development of land uses and supportive
infrastructure and services for the plan area.
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4.

Provision for an orderly and efficient transition between urban and rural land
uses.

5.

Preservation and maintenance of viable agricultural land in the vicinity of the plan
area.

6.

Provision for equitable and appropriate economic returns from lands located
within the plan area.

7.

Establishment and maintenance of balance between the interests of private
property ownership and the general benefit and welfare of the community atlarge.

8.

Protection of the quality of life enjoyed by residents of the plan area and vicinity
from unreasonable alteration or disruption.

9.

Protection of the long-term operating viability of the Paso Robles Municipal
Airport.

10.

Preservation and enhancement of the comparatively unique scenic qualities of the
Highway 46 entrance into Paso Robles and of the riparian and “bluffs”
environments along the Salinas River.

11.

Balance between the need to minimize potentially adverse effects upon the
community and regional environments associated with economic and population
growth and the demand for such growth and its positive impacts upon the public
welfare.

12.

Accommodate higher educational facilities at Cuesta College’s North County
Campus as a component of the Borkey Area mixed-use community north of
Highway 46, accessible from Buena Vista Drive.

13.

Provide for a transition between suburban and urban uses planned for the central
portions of the BASP and the rural, agricultural uses to the north of the BASP.

14.

Promote tourism and recreational uses within Subarea A providing guest
accommodations, conference facilities, recreational and other outdoor activities,
hot springs and spa amenities, equestrian and other agriculturally compatible
areas such as vineyards, vegetable and herb gardens, and/or orchards.

Land Use and Circulation Plan
An underlying fundamental issue in the early public discussion of land use alternatives for the
plan area was the appropriateness and desirability of any development at all in this portion of
Paso Robles. An associated issue, if development were to be permitted, what would be the most
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appropriate uses and densities? From the perspective of traditional land use and community
development planning, several arguments are evident in support of growth in the plan area.
First, the topography and physiography of the plan area lend themselves to development. There
are comparatively few environmental constraints which adversely affect the development
potential of the area, given project designs which are sensitive to the Salinas River bluffs,
indigenous oak trees along the plan area’s southerly and westerly boundaries, and what little
topographic relief exists in the area.
Second, only limited aspects of the so-called “human environment” appear to affect the
development potential of the plan area. There is the need to ensure that future municipal airport
operations are not constrained by introducing sensitive noise receptors (including dense
residential development) into the airport’s environs. There is the concern of the City for
protection of the existing rural residential character of portions of the plan area and nearby
developments. There is the intent of the City to prevent urban development from threatening the
continuing viability of agricultural production on nearby properties. And there is a desire to
protect and enhance the “entrance” to Paso Robles represented by the Highway 46 corridor.
Each of these community values was articulated during early public discussions of alternative
land use concepts for the plan area.
Finally, in the context of overall community development patterns in Paso Robles, the plan area
is a highly desirable location for urban and suburban growth. The area is readily and
inexpensively served by major infrastructure systems. And perhaps most importantly, traffic
circulation patterns in the community are increasingly disrupted and the capacity of the
circulation system is affected more adversely as community growth extends to the east, as
reflected in current development rends locally. Because of the Salinas River and the practical
limitations upon the ability to move increasing traffic volumes across the river from the east to
the downtown and the Highway 101 corridor, east-west traffic flows in the community south of
Highway 46 are increasingly impacted by new growth. At the same time, with anticipated
improvements by CALTRANS to be completed on Highway 46, the traffic-carrying capacities of
Highways 46 and, in the long term, 101 are substantial and should be taken greater advantage of
by the community. This plan advocates that the city include an evaluation of development
potential along the Highway 101 axis in its upcoming general plan update process as one
prospective mechanism to address the issue of the increasingly strained east-west traffic capacity
concerns.
The land use and circulation plan for the plan area is attached to this document. A reduce
version of this plan diagram appears on the following page (see Figure 13). The plan diagram
prescribes permitted land uses for each segment of the overall plan area, generally reflects
permitted development densities, identifies the required circulation system to support
development of the area as provided for by the plan, and delineates other significant features of
the plan as called for by State planning law. The plan diagram is supplemented by detailed
infrastructure plans, supported by the technical appendices to this document.
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Table 3-1, on page III-6, summarizes the land uses allowed by the plan for each subarea of the
overall plan area. The table also notes selected characteristics of the uses prescribed by the plan
for each subarea, including permitted development densities and minimum lot or parcel sizes.
The following paragraphs of this section describe the major characteristics of the land use and
circulation plan for each subarea of the overall plan area. A key general feature of the plan for
each subarea is the intent of this plan to ensure an orderly and efficient transition among land
uses and intensities of development from subarea to subarea and to establish an integrated
character for the plan area as a whole. To some extent, these stated goals of the plan are
achieved through land use prescriptions.
Additionally, design and development standards discussed in a subsequent section of this chapter
are intended to accomplish much the same purposes, complementing the land use patterns to be
established.
For three of the subareas included in the plan, representative designs of potential development
and subdivision patterns are graphically illustrated. The purpose of these illustrations is to verify
that each subarea can reasonably be developed to the intensities and uses prescribed by the plan.
Precise design details, including lot configurations and numbers, local street patterns, and the
distribution of internal amenities, certainly may vary from those illustrated in the figures
accompanying this plan document. By no means, is it the intent of this plan to “lock in” actual
subdivision designs for any portion of the plan area at this time.
Subarea A
Subarea A is designated by the Specific Plan to accommodate Paso Robles Hot Springs and Spa
Resort. This use provides a transition between the suburban and urban land uses south and east
of Subarea A to the north where existing unincorporated County land is zoned and used for
agricultural purposes. The Paso Robles Hot Springs and Spa Resort includes large areas of
agriculture and open space, particularly along the northern, western, and eastern perimeters of
the properties providing a buffer from more intensive agricultural uses to the north and east. The
development concentrates resort uses and activities on the central and south portions of the site
adjoining the existing residential and recreational features of Subarea B.
Figure 14 is a schematic site plan for Subarea A development, including the agricultural buffer
easements.
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TABLE 3-1
PRESCRIBED LAND USES
AND PERMITTED DENSITIES, PARCEL SIZES
BORKEY AREA SPECIFIC PLAN
Plan
Subarea

A

Permitted Uses

Agricultural and Resort
Related
Recreational:
Tennis courts
Water gardens
Golf greens & tees
Driving range
Putting green
Corn maze
Equestrian Center:
Show arena
Training facilities
Stables
Hot springs and spa
Hotel and conference

B

Maximum Development Intensity
223 hotel rooms, suites or cottages,
20 employee housing units

Minimum Lot Size
20 acres

10,000 sq ft restaurant(s)
600 person capacity conference
and/or banquet rooms
1200 person capacity amphitheatre
and/or events assembly areas

Single Family Residential

481 units total*
*multiple family inclusive in sub area total

5,000- 20,000 s.f.

Multiple Family

Up to 149 units

14.0 acres (overall)

Public & Quasi-Public

(N/A)

Commercial

CP (Neighborhood Commercial)
CS (Commercial Service)

6.0 acres (overall)
4.5 acres (overall)

C

Cuesta College
(Public Facility)

(N/A)

(N/A)

D

Rural Residential
Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
POS R/L Overlay

25 units
51 units
142 units
225 hotel rooms + amenities

1.0 acres
4,000 sq ft
N/A
20 acres

E

Commercial/Industrial

C-3

(N/A)

F

Public & Quasi-Public

(N/A)

(N/A)
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Subarea B
Figure 15 depicts the River Oaks Mixed-Use Conceptual Master Development Plan which is the
currently approved conceptual level development pattern for Subarea B. Overall net residential
density (density determined by dividing total acreage of subarea by total residential units
developable based on lot size and after allowances for park, school, open space, streets, etc.)
permitted in this subarea is just over 2.5 units per acre. The maximum density of 481 residential
dwelling units shall remain applicable to this Subarea, but will allow for a shift in the housing
product within Neighborhoods throughout the Subarea. The general mix of housing product is
depicted in Figure 15, and provides for lot sizes ranging from 5,000 square foot minimums in the
“active adult” neighborhoods, to 20,000 square foot lots along portions of Experimental Station
Road. Adjacent to Buena Vista Road at the north end of the Subarea, an approximate 9 acre site
to accommodate up to 90 units of medium density multiple family dwelling units is provided for.
Nominal shifting of density between Neighborhoods is permissible, provided the density does
not exceed the 90 units of multiple family, or the 481 total dwelling units for the Subarea.
Neighborhood 3 has been changed from Commercial to Multi-family residential, 12 units per
acre (R-3,PD Zone). A maximum of 59 units will be added to Neighborhood 3, it will depend on
the Planning commission approving the subdivision map and development plan to determine if
59 units will be allowed or not on the 5 acre site.
This subarea also includes a twelve-acre elementary school site, a lineal park area located along
the northerly side of the main east-west collector street through the area (River Oaks Drive), a
pedestrian “greenbelt” connecting the local north-south street (Clubhouse Drive) with a similar
pedestrian greenbelt and landscaped area along the top of the Salinas River bluffs, and a
landscape “buffer” treatment separating the large-lot rural residential sites along Experimental
Station and Buena Vista from the denser development interior to the subarea.
Local streets would connect development in this subarea with the main collector (River Oaks
Drive) leading east/west to connect with North River Road to the southwest and with Buena
Vista Road to the east. All streets in Subarea B would be improved to local urban standards.
Buena Vista Road, along the easterly boundary of this subarea, is designated as an arterial street,
with corresponding dedicated right-of-way, although initially at least it would be improved only
to collector street standards.
Key design features prescribed by this plan for Subarea B include the lineal park and greenbelt
area along the east-west collector street; the pedestrian and landscape “greenbelts” along the
river bluffs and connecting the bluffs to the north-south local street (Clubhouse Drive); the
landscaped “entrance way” to the development at the intersection of the collector with Buena
Vista Road; and enhanced width of landscaped parkway along Experimental Station Road. Also
a key design feature particular to this subarea is the intent to preserve the bluffs overlooking the
Salinas River in essentially their present condition.
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Subarea C
Subarea C is designated by this plan for the North County Campus of Cuesta Community
College.
This subarea would be crossed by the extension of the east-west collector street serving Subarea
B and ultimately connecting to Golden Hill Road, to the east. There would be no connecting
streets to the north or south within Subarea C (specifically including no street connection to
Rafter Way).
Improvements in Subarea C would be subject to the jurisdiction of the State of California with
the exception of grading, drainage, public streets, and other infrastructure links to systems
operated by the City of Paso Robles.
Figure 16 illustrates a conceptual design for the development, in phases, of the North County
Campus Cuesta Community College. Development is anticipated to span two to three decades
before full build-out of the proposed campus.
Subarea D
With the adoption of the 2003 General Plan, the transformation of Sub Area D from rural
residential to other types of land uses began to take place. The 2003 General Plan changed the
land use designation for the five properties totaling approximately 12.5-acres, located on the
south side of Experimental Station Road, west of Buena Vista Drive, from RSF-1 to RMF-12. In
2012 the Buena Vista Apartment project was approved to develop 142 apartment units on the
Experimental Station Road site.The existing commercial operation established at the northwest
corner of Buena Vista Road and Highway 46 will be allowed to remain in place in this subarea as
a legal use, under the conditional use permit currently applicable to the property. The 20 acre
Ayres Resort parcel has a Parks and Open Space Zone, with a Resort/Lodging Overlay, and has
an approved project consisting of 225 room Resort Hotel, with a wellness spa, conference room,
restaurant, extended-stay units (included with the 225 rooms proposed), wine tasting/retail
boutique, and ancillary parking, landscaping, gardens, orchards and vineyards.
The primary traffic circulation route serving Subarea D will continue to be Experimental Station
Road, which will function solely as a rural local street. Limited additional local street extensions
may be required to access future development in this subarea, as well. The planned development
for the 20 acre Ayres parcel will have a local road servicing the site with one connection point on
Buena Vista Road and the other on Experimental Station Road. There will be no access from
Dallons Drive.
This plan provides that a minimum separation be maintained between residential improvements
and the State highway right-of-way in Subarea D (see discussion of design standards later in this
chapter). This setback is intended to protect current and future residents from excessive trafficgenerated noise exposure and to preserve the rural, open character of this westbound entrance
into the community.
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Because of the existing fragmented parcelization of this subarea and the probability that future
development under the designations prescribed by this plan will be largely piecemeal, no specific
conceptual subdivision illustrations have been developed for Subarea D, except for the 22 acre
Cop parcel which is shown in Figure D-3.
Subarea E
Permitted land uses under this plan for Subarea E will continue to be commercial and industrial.
The existing zoning for the portion of the plan area lying within the City is C-3. This zone
district accommodates a wide variety of commercial and light industrial development, including
the highway-oriented commercial, retail commercial, and light industrial uses already typical of
the Golden Hill Road/Highway 46 intersection. Current County land use designations and
zoning for the portion of Subarea E outside the City limits are commercial service, providing for
essentially the same types of uses and development as allowed under the City’s C-3 zone.
Notwithstanding the specific zoning designation(s) which apply under the City and/or County
over time, the general commitment of Subarea E to commercial and industrial uses under this
plan will continue.
Augmenting this general commercial/industrial land use designation is a specific provision for
the development of a six to seven-acre neighborhood commercial shopping center, to serve the
convenience commercial needs of plan area residents. This center would be permitted at the
intersection of Golden Hill Road and the future east-west collector street extending to the
westerly boundary of the plan area. Shown on the Plan Diagram accompanying this text at the
southwest corner of the referenced intersection, this center could also be developed on any of the
other three corners if properly designed and screened from residential uses located nearby to the
north. The size of this center is expressly limited to preclude if from developing at a scale which
would compete on a community-wide or regional level, potentially conflicting with City policy
to sustain the downtown area as Paso Robles’ primary retail trade center.
In general, it is anticipated that the long-term development of Subarea E will be comprised of
industrial and service commercial uses, consistent with the character of development already
established in the portion of this subarea east of Golden Hill Road. However, for parcels with
frontage on Golden Hill Road and/or Highway 46, this plan encourages the development of
highway-oriented commercial uses (motels, restaurants, fast food outlets, etc.) to take advantage
of passing traffic volumes on Highway 46. As discussed in a subsequent section of this chapter,
such development would be subject to specific design standards which would ensure that the
quality and aesthetic character of the easterly “entrance” to Paso Robles will not be adversely
affected.
Improvements in Subarea E will be required to conform to urban standards. Significantly,
however, over half of this subarea remains outside the corporate boundaries of the City of Paso
Robles and its jurisdictional authority to enforce improvement standards. As discussed in the
implementation chapter of this plan, cooperation with the County of San Luis Obispo will be
essential to ensure the ultimate development of this portion of the plan area in accordance with
community standards.
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The impacts of plan area traffic circulation requirements will be focused most intensely upon
Subarea E. The intersection of Golden Hill Road and Highway 46 is both important on a
community-wide scale and specifically as the anticipated primary access point for a substantial
volume of plan area traffic. Proposed for the foreseeable future as a fully signalized intersection,
Golden Hill at Highway 46 is projected to ultimately be improved to a full interchange, as
Highway 46 is upgraded and traffic volumes at this intersection increase. Accordingly, the plan
reserves and provides for the acquisition of the area which may be required for future
interchange right of way, preventing the construction of permanent improvements in this right of
way. Golden Hill is designated as an arterial street north from Highway 46 to the plan area
boundary, to serve the high traffic volumes which uses in Subarea E will generate and to carry
traffic to Highway 46 from the east-west collector crossing the plan area. The plan reflects the
existing network of local streets serving commercial and industrial development east of Golden
Hill Road, and the extension of this local street network is anticipated. Finally, because the
current intersection of Wallace Avenue and Golden Hill Road is located too close to Golden
Hill’s intersection with Highway 46, the plan calls for the closure of this intersection, terminating
Wallace Avenue in a cul-de-sac east of Golden hill. Ultimately, it may be desirable to abandon
Wallace between Oakwood and Golden Hill and revert this right of way to adjacent properties
for future development fronting on Golden Hill and/or Oakwood and/or utilize it for interchange
purposes.
Subarea F
Subarea F, comprised of the Salinas River bed and flood plain, is designated by the plan for
development as a district park, with a combination of active and passive recreation facilities and
open space. At the time this plan is being drafted, the owner of the property, Mr. Borkey, has
indicated to the City that this property could be dedicated for public park purposes in satisfaction
of a condition of the original annexation of his holdings in 1985. The City’s Parks and
Recreation Commission have tentatively concurred that this location may be suitable for
community or district-level park development, subject to more precise conceptual planning.
It should be noted that the park designation for this subarea is the outcome of a suggestion
originally made by the property owner. It does not, therefore, represent a unilateral “taking” by
the city of any development rights or economic value which might otherwise have accrued to the
property owner.
Access to the proposed park facility in this subarea would be derived from North River Road.
This route is designated in the City’s Circulation Element, as well as in this plan, as an arterial
street.
Plan Policies
The policies set out in the following paragraphs are intended to determine the overall scope and
character of prospective future development in the plan area. These policy statements form the
basis for measuring the conformance to the plan of any specific development proposal and will
provide clear guidelines to the city and potential developers alike for the formulation, review and
approval of projects. It should be emphasized that these policies augment applicable policy
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statements set out in the City’s General Plan. Where policies and standards prescribed by this
plan are more restrictive or specific than those of the General Plan, however, the text of this plan
shall prevail.
General
The following policies are applicable to the plan area in its entirety:
G-1

The Plan Diagram accompanying this text shall be regarded as prescribing the type,
intensity and distribution of land uses for the plan area. The locations and patterns of
arterial and collector streets shall be regarded as closely approximate to the Plan Diagram
to allow for a small measure of flexibility in potential project design. Unless otherwise
prescribed by this plan, the network of local streets to develop in the plan area shall be
subject to City review and approval of specific development plans and designs.

G-2

Design and development standards as set out in this plan and in other City plans, policies
and ordinances adopted and in effect at the time of any design review shall be applied to
all projects in the plan area to ensure the highest possible quality and character of
development. The relevant provisions of the City’s General Plan and zoning ordinance
shall apply to all development and uses in the plan area, except where the standards and
conditions prescribed by this plan are more restrictive, in which case this plan shall
prevail.

G-3

Development of the plan area shall be sensitive to existing landforms and natural
features. The scale and design of development projects shall strive to achieve minimum
disruption to unique or important aspects of the environment.

G-4

The integrity and long-term viability of agricultural uses in the vicinity surrounding the
plan area are recognized by the plan. Plan implementation by the City and plan area
developers shall be carried out in a manner which balances the objectives of the plan with
acknowledgment that nearby agricultural operations will continue in place and necessitate
accommodations by plan area residents.

G-5

The unique aesthetic qualities and habitat value of the bluffs overlooking the Salinas
River, and of the Salinas River corridor, shall be protected.

G-6

The rural, open and wooded character of the Highway 46 corridor “entrance” to Paso
Robles shall be preserved and enhanced.

G-7

The existing rural character and lifestyle of neighborhoods in the vicinity of the plan area
shall be protected through the application of appropriate land use designations for
adjacent and nearby portions of the plan area, through adequate buffers between differing
land uses, through the utilization of rural improvement standards for plan area projects
where appropriate, and through the application of rigorous design and development
standards to projects in the area.
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G-8

The long-term operational viability of the Paso Robles Municipal Airport shall be
protected and preserved by prohibiting the development of land uses in areas of potential
airport influence which would adversely impact that facility. The City shall require the
dedication of avigation easements by developers of all properties lying within the plan
area.

G-9

Owners of contiguous parcels shall be encouraged to collaborate on development plans
and proposals to achieve the best possible project concepts and designs.

G-10 For any development to be implemented in more than a single phase, the developer(s)
shall be required to provide a detailed phasing plan to the City. This plan will be
applicable to all future development of the subject property and shall be enforceable upon
all future owners and/or developers of the property.
G-11 The creation of flag lots in development is expressly prohibited. Minimum lot widths
along public street frontages are defined by this plan for each subarea of the overall plan
area.
G-12 Double frontage lots are expressly prohibited except when adjacent to arterial streets
where driveway access is prohibited.
G-13 All costs for public improvements and facilities required to support any development of
the plan area, including costs for improvements and facilities which may be required in
other portions of the City (e.g. downtown) and which can reasonably be attributed to plan
area development, shall be borne fully by such development. Such costs will be
recovered by the City through appropriate and effective funding mechanisms identified in
this plan. Similarly, operating and maintenance costs necessary to support public
improvements and facilities from which plan area development benefits shall be borne
fully by the benefited development(s). The City may collect or recover such costs
through appropriate and effective funding mechanisms identified in this plan.
G-14 All new development in the plan area shall be required to connect to City water service,
in accordance with the provisions of the municipal code.
G-15 All new development in the plan area shall be required to connect to City sewer service,
in accordance with the municipal code.
G-16 Consideration of commercial uses in the Plan area will require the Planning Commission
to make findings that the commercial activities proposed are appropriate in their scale for
the proposed function and location.
G-17 The City shall encourage annexation of the entire plan area over the life of the plan. The
responsibility for administering and providing services supporting urban and suburban
development in the plan area shall be regarded as the ultimate responsibility of the City
of Paso Robles.
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G-18 The City of Paso Robles and the County of San Luis Obispo shall cooperate in the
implementation and administration of this plan, recognizing their inter-jurisdictional
responsibilities for the plan area and their mutual interests in the potential benefits of the
plan.
G-19 Implementation of this plan shall be closely coordinated with the carrying out of other
plans and community development programs of the City.
G-20 All new development visible from Highway 46 and/or Highway 101 shall be subject to
the Development Review Committee and/or Planning Commission’s review and
determination that the proposal and design are consistent with the goals of the City’s
Economic Strategy, as developed by the 1998 Economic Task Force. Review of
architectural design shall also consider the compatibility of the proposed design with the
character of the immediate area and pertinent aspects of City policies and procedures.
G-21 All new development visible from Highway 46 and/or Highway 101 shall be subject to
the Development Review Committee and/or Planning Commission’s review and
determination that the landscaping design are consistent with the goals of the City’s
Economic Strategy, as developed by the 1998 Economic Task Force. Review of
landscaping design shall also consider the compatibility of the proposed design with the
character of the immediate area and pertinent aspects of City policies and procedures.
Subarea A
The following policies are applicable to Subarea A:
A-1

The Paso Robles Hot Springs and Spa resort shall be developed in accordance with a
master development plan approved by the City, including improved circulation, drainage,
utilities, and provisions for agriculture buffers to the west, north and east. The resort
shall be designed to provide an agriculturally compatible, recreational destination,
conference and tourist facility.

A-2

Agriculture buffers shall provide for permanent separation between off-site agricultural
uses and on site residential or transient occupancy structures of approximately 300 feet.
On site buffer easements may include some non-chemical agricultural activities as
approved by Conditional Use Permit, natural vegetation, enhanced landscaping, fences,
walls and structures not intended for human occupancy, as shown on the Plan Diagram.
This policy shall not preclude the development or construction of structures such as
fences or walls, buildings used for storage or maintenance operations, barns, stables, or
other structures to be utilized for the housing or detention of livestock or other animals,
or any other improvements not intended for human occupancy.

A-3

No residential structure or other improvement to private property shall be allowed to
encroach upon or adversely affect the character or condition of the bluffs overlooking the
Salinas River.
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A-4

With the exception of the collector road connecting the plan area to North River Road at
its northerly extreme, all public improvements in Subarea A shall be constructed in
conformance with rural, rather than urban, standards except that all development in this
subarea shall be required to connect to municipal water and wastewater systems. The
referenced collector road shall reserve an urban-standard right of way, but may be
constructed to either urban or rural road standards, subject to approval by the City of an
adequate road section to accommodate plan area traffic.

Policy A-2 reflects the intent of this plan to establish a “buffer” between prospective plan area
development and existing adjacent intensive agricultural use. During the process of plan
preparation, input was sought from the County Agricultural Commissioner’s office regarding
appropriate and effective measures to protect agricultural properties from encroachment by and
conflicts with residential development. In response, the Agricultural Commissioner’s office has
recommended that the following general standards apply in instances of potential development of
property adjacent to existing agriculture:


For development proposals adjacent to open rangeland, no buffer is prescribed.



For prospective developments adjacent to land currently zoned for agricultural use
but not committed to agriculture at the time, a separation of 100 to 200 feet
between the agricultural parcel and the nearest proposed urban improvements is
recommended.



For development proposals on sites adjacent to almond orchards, a buffer of 100
to 200 feet is suggested.



On parcels located adjacent to production of apples, walnuts or vegetables, a
separation between the property line of the agricultural parcel and the nearest
dwelling unit of 300 to 500 feet is recommended.



For development projects to take place next to productive grain fields, a buffer of
300 feet has been suggested.



For parcels on which development is proposed adjacent to existing vineyards, a
buffer of from 400 to 800 feet is recommended.

It should be noted that the recommended buffer dimensions outlined above are to be interpreted
only as guidelines. The actual required separation between proposed urban improvements and
existing agriculture of any type will be dependent upon a number of variables, including but not
limited to topography, prevailing wind direction, and/or the availability of other potential
measures to mitigate possible conflicts between new development and existing agricultural
operations.
In instances when no buffer is possible, because of parcel size or configuration for example,
alternate measures recommended by the Agricultural Commissioner’s office include, but are not
necessarily limited to, the erection of eight to twelve foot solid block or concrete walls between
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parcels or the planting of dense groves of vegetation. In instances where agricultural uses are
subsequently intensified or crop types changed on an existing agricultural parcel adjacent to a
proposed development, the Agricultural Commissioner’s office does not propose to require an
increase in buffer zones’ width.
Subarea B
The following policies are applicable to Subarea B:
B-1

The maximum number of residential units permitted in Subarea B of the plan area shall
be 481. The minimum permitted lot size for each residential dwelling unit shall be 5,000
square feet. This shall not apply to Neighborhood 9 where minimum lot size shall be
determined as a function of the medium density residential product to be designed for that
approximate 9 acres.

B-2

The minimum permitted lot size for any unit on Experimental Station Road shall be an
average of 20,000 square feet.

B-3

No residential structure or other improvement to private property shall be allowed to
encroach upon or adversely affect the character or condition of the bluffs overlooking the
Salinas River.

B-4

A site of approximately twelve acres, acceptable to the City of Paso Robles and to the
Paso Robles School District, shall be designated by the developer or developers of
Subarea B for the construction and operation of an elementary school.

B-5

All public improvements constructed in Subarea B of the plan area shall conform to
urban standards prescribed by this plan and by other applicable plans, policies and
ordinances of the City of Paso Robles unless specifically prescribed by this Specific Plan
document.

B-6

Any development of residential uses in Subarea B shall include provision for the
dedication and improvement of a lineal neighborhood park along the northerly side of the
east-west collector prescribed by this plan for the Subarea. This lineal park to be
installed and constructed by the developer(s) shall include passive recreational open
space and such landscape features as berms and pedestrian bikeways. This park shall
extend from the school site called for by this plan to the northerly boundary of Subarea B.
Park improvements may be located within the surplus right of way along the east side of
Clubhouse Drive, but shall be a minimum depth of 24 feet, and shall complement the golf
course design to which it is contiguous. A detailed design plan for this park and a
phasing plan for it’s construction corresponding to the phasing of residential development
in Subarea B, shall be submitted to the City for approval in conjunction with
development plans for this Subarea. In the event a golf course is not proposed for
development as shown on Figure 15, a neighborhood park with active and passive
recreational elements shall be designed and developed within the entire acreage the
current golf course occupies.
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Detailed design and development standards for Subarea B are prescribed in a later section of this
chapter.
Subarea C
The following policies are applicable to Subarea C:
C-1

The subject property permits development, in phases, of the North County Campus of
Cuesta Community College and related facilities. The campus is anticipated to generally
develop from west to east, in three or more phases. The initial phase will be a temporary
facility, with the first permanent buildings expected in Phase II. The pace of development
will be dependent upon State and/or other funding.

C-2

Improvements in Subarea C would be subject to the jurisdiction of the State of California
with the exception of grading, drainage, public streets, and other infrastructure links to
systems operated by the City of Paso Robles.

C-3

The construction of the East-West Collector Street (currently called Ronan Road) is
anticipated to be completed by the end of Phase II of the development program. Unless
other agreements are reached with the City or other parties benefiting from the road’s
construction, this facility would be constructed by and at the expense of Cuesta College.
The East-West Collector Street would be developed in a manner to be approved by the
City Engineer.

Subarea D
The following policies area applicable to Subarea D:
D-1

The maximum number of residential units permitted in Subarea D of the plan area shall
be sixty-nine. The minimum permitted lot size for each residential dwelling unit shall be
one acre. The planned development for the 22 acre Cop parcel have a minimum
permitted lot size for each residential dwelling unit of (21,000 square feet).

D-2

The existing commercial business located at the northwest corner of Buena Vista Drive
and State Highway 46 (Martin Brothers Winery tasting room) shall be permitted to
remain in place in this subarea, and shall be regarded as a legal use; expansion of the
existing uses on the current parcel, however, may be permitted only under a revision to
the Conditional Use Permit currently applicable to the site.

D-3

All public improvements constructed in Subarea D shall conform to rural, rather than
urban, standards except that Buena Vista Road may be required to develop at urban
standards at the discretion of the City at the time of development of Subarea B of the plan
area, and Experimental Station Road in the vicinity of its intersection with North River
Road may be required to develop in conformance with the City’s standard for the local
collector street, also at the time of development of Subarea B. The local road extending
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through the 22 acre parcel within Subarea D will be developed to a modified hillside
standard, with concrete curb and gutter, five (5) foot landscaped parkway and a five (5)
foot detached sidewalk on one side of the street. The sidewalk, parkway and an eightfoot parking lane will be located on the north (residential) side of the road. Additionally,
all development in Subarea D shall be required to connect to municipal water and
wastewater systems.
D-4

Experimental Station Road east of Buena Vista Road shall not be extended through to
any other street except to a local rural cul-de-sac street or as required to provide
emergency-only access.

D-5

The City shall seek landscape easements along the Highway 46 corridor, at such time as
affected parcels develop, to preserve and protect the scenic qualities of this “entrance”
corridor into the community.

D-6

A Shared Parking Analysis may be used to determine the total number of parking spaces
required for the Ayres Resort Project rather than relying on the summation of the
requirements for each of the individual land uses. The Analysis will provide credit for the
mixed use project by acknowledging the overall percentage reduction in required parking
that is warranted based on the finding that visitors are likely to use one or more of the
available facilities and commercial services. The number of parking spaces for the Ayres
Hotel Project is subject to review and approval of the DRC as part of the Final
Development Plan process.

D-7

For the property located at the northeast corner of Experimental Station Road and Buena
Vista Drive, where the Resort/Lodging Overlay has been applied by Rezone 12-001,
Ordinance 986 N.S., all applicable conditions within Subarea E shall apply, since a resort
project would be closely related to commercial projects within Subarea E.

Subarea E
The following policies are applicable to Subarea E:
E-1

Land uses and development in Subarea E shall conform to the requirements and
prescriptions of the C-3 zone district (or its equivalent or comparable zone, should the
City’s zoning ordinance be modified) as set out in the City of Paso Robles’ zoning
ordinance, except as otherwise provided for in this plan.

E-2

Permitted and conditionally permitted uses in Subarea E shall be those prescribed by the
City’s zoning ordinance, except that the following uses shall be encouraged in favor of
other uses allowable under the applicable zone:


For parcels fronting on Golden Hill Road and/or Highway 46, highway-oriented
commercial uses; and
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For a six to seven-acre parcel at the intersection of Golden Hill Road and the proposed
extension of Tractor Way, a neighborhood convenience shopping center.

E-3

Notwithstanding any provisions of the City’s zoning ordinance, the above-ground storage
of petroleum and petroleum products shall not be permitted in Subarea E.

E-4

Design and development standards shall be prescribed by this plan to ensure that adjacent
and nearby rural residential development is not adversely impacted by commercial and
light industrial uses which might be established in this subarea.

E-5

Adequate right of way will be reserved at the intersection of Golden Hill Road and
Highway 46 to enable the ultimate construction of a full, grade-separated interchange.

E-6

Wallace Avenue will be cul-de-sacced or possibly abandoned east of Golden Hill Road,
to alleviate the potential intersection conflicts at higher traffic volumes associated with
the present intersection configuration. Tractor Way will be extended to the west to
provide access to the Wallace Industrial Park.

E-7

No new residential development, with the exception of approved caretaker facilities, shall
be allowed to take place in Subarea E.

E-8

All public improvements constructed in Subarea E shall be in conformance with urban
standards.

E-9

The submittal of a Transportation System Management (TSM) plan for City approval,
with the objective of reducing estimated motor vehicle trip generation by twenty-five (25)
to thirty-three (33) percent, shall be required as a condition of any new commercial
and/or industrial use approved for Subarea E.
A 100-space park-and-ride lot shall be acquired and developed by the city in Subarea E,
in the vicinity of Golden Hill Road and Highway 46. The costs of this facility shall be
funded by development fees established by this plan.

E-10

E-11

A Class I bicycle path shall be developed extending from the alignment of a similar path
in Subarea C, to the west, to Golden Hill Road to the east. This facility shall be
constructed by, and at the expense of, the developers of the properties it crosses and shall
conform to a design to be approved by the City.

E-12

An industrial road shall be developed north of Wallace Avenue and extending from
Golden Hill Road to Oakwood Road. The road shall conform to City approved standards
for industrial roads.

Subarea F
F-1

Subarea F shall be dedicated to the City for community or district-level park facility
development, in accordance with a proposal made by the property owner.
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F-2

The City call be responsible for the ultimate design and development of Subarea F for
park and recreational purposes.

F-3

Park facility plans for Subarea F shall include measures to protect the sensitive riparian
wildlife habitat in the Salinas River bed and flood plain.

F-4

North River Road shall be the only vehicular access to and through Subarea F.

Public Facilities and Services
Development of the plan area will include the creation of a variety of public facilities.
Simultaneously, residential population growth in the plan area, as well as prospective
commercial and industrial development in the easterly portion of the plan area will create
increased demand for public services. The following paragraphs of this section describe the
scope and nature of plan-related public facilities and discuss the manner in which essential public
services will be provided to the plan area.
Traffic Circulation System
The overall traffic circulation system serving the Borkey Specific Plan area has been described
generally in the section of this chapter outlining the land use and circulation plan for the area.
(The major elements of this system are illustrated by Figure B, previously referenced.) Based
upon detailed traffic studies performed by DKS Associates, a professional traffic and
transportation engineering and planning firm which participated in the formulation of this
specific plan, a number of detailed proposals for traffic and circulation system improvements are
included as part of this plan. (DKS’s full traffic analysis of the plan and plan-related traffic
impacts accompanies the technical appendices to this document, appearing as Appendix D.)
Traffic circulation issues raised by the plan fall into several categories: (1) the internal
circulation system required to accommodate plan area traffic; (2) trip generation by plan area
land uses which will affect the community-wide traffic circulation system; and (3) the
relationship of plan-generated traffic to traffic impacts from other anticipated developments
throughout the City over time, and their cumulative impacts on community-wide traffic
circulation.
The internal traffic circulation plan for the Borkey area has been established on the basis of the
character and nature of plan area land uses; the need to move traffic into, through, and out of the
plan area; and the relationship of plan area development and traffic circulation to adjacent street
and roads (e.g. Highway 46, North River Road, etc.). Because of the mixed types of
development designated for the Borkey Specific Plan area, there is a variety of street
classifications and improvement standards appropriate to the area.
North River Road, Buena Vista Road, and Golden Hill Road are designated as arterial streets by
this plan. This designation applies to North River Road principally in recognition of its function
as a through route from the developed portion of the City to the south to unincorporated areas
located to the north. With the development of the plan area, North River Road will be expected
to carry additional traffic volumes between the residential portions of the plan area and
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downtown. Consistent with the standard prescribed by the Union/46 Specific Plan for North
River Road, this roadway will be dedicated and eventually improved to arterial specifications in
the plan area, except that within the plan period only two traffic lanes will be required. The plan
calls for North River Road to intersect with one collector street from the residential portions of
the plan area, located just north of the Highway 46 undercrossing.
Buena Vista Drive will function as the primary access into the residential portions of the plan
area, and would be the access to Cuesta College during its first phase of development. Although
designated as an arterial street by the plan, with corresponding required dedication of right-ofway, initially Buena Vista Drive would be improved to two traffic lanes in a manner to be
approved by the City Engineer. Right -of-way would be dedicated for ultimate conversion to
four traffic lanes at modified arterial standards. Portions of Buena Vista Drive have been
improved to partial arterial standards. The portion of Buena Vista Drive south of Experimental
Station Road has been improved to four (4) travel lanes with turn lanes at the intersection of
Highway 46. The westerly frontage of Buena Vista Drive up to Subarea A has been improved to
a road width of thirty-three (33) feet (centerline to face of curb) and a paved width of twentyeight feet (two twelve foot travel lanes and a four foot bike lane). No on-street parking would be
allowed. The easterly frontage of Cuesta College (Subarea C) has also been partially improved
with concrete curb and gutter. The portion of Buena Vista Drive north of Subareas A and C has
not been improved, nor has the frontage of the 22 acre Cop parcel within Subarea D. The typical
road section is shown on Exhibit D-4.
Golden Hill Road will serve as the main access route for traffic from Highway 46 to and from
employment-generating commercial and industrial uses to be developed in this portion of the
plan area. It will also serve the comparatively high traffic volumes anticipated in conjunction
with proposed highway-oriented commercial development. Access to the Cuesta College
Campus would also be provided from Golden Hill Road; the timing for access would be
dependent upon need and funding. Golden Hill Road shall be developed to full urban arterial
standards, with two traffic lanes both north and southbound, and a landscaped median.
Two collector street segments are designated as part of the plan area circulation system. One
connects North River Road with the main east-west collector through the plan area (River Oaks
Drive). Residentially-generated trips between the plan area and the central district of the
community will be the principal source of traffic on this collector. It shall be developed to urban
collector street standards for its entire length. The intersection of this street with North River
Road will be controlled by a stop sign for westbound traffic on the collector.
The second collector street segment extends from River Oaks Drive for the length of the plan
area to Golden Hill Road, in an east-west direction (this street is currently called Dallons Drive).
This street would carry traffic from the urban-density residential development and the
elementary school site in the westerly portion of the plan area to Buena Vista Drive, to other
collectors linking the plan area to North River Road, and east through the Cuesta College
Campus to the commercial development and intersection with Highway 46 in the vicinity of
Golden Hill Road. At the intersection of this collector with Buena Vista Drive, east and
westbound traffic would be controlled by stop signs unless otherwise required by the City
Engineer. The intersection of this collector with Golden Hill Road would be signalized when
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applicable warrants are met. The short segment of this collector lying within Subarea A and the
portion crossing Subarea C of the plan area would be improved in a manner specified by the City
Engineer. Through Subarea B, this collector would be improved to urban two-lane standards.
Similarly, through Subarea E west of Golden Hill Road, this collector would be constructed to
urban standards.
All other streets in the plan area will be either local residential or industrial streets. Local
residential streets will have varying sections. In Subarea B, all local residential streets will be
improved to urban standards. In Subarea E, all streets not otherwise designated by this plan will
be constructed in conformance with the City’s standards for industrial streets.
Figures 17, 18 and 19 schematically illustrate representative sections for the various streets
comprising the traffic circulation network in the plan area. The general road and public works
improvement standards of the City of Paso Robles shall apply to the construction of circulation
system elements in the plan area, in conformance with the schematic sections prescribed in the
referenced figures and preceding text. Figures D-4 and D-5 represent the typical street sections
to be used for the improvements associated with the 22 acre Cop parcel within Subarea D.
Two features of the plan are prescribed specifically to reduce overall vehicle trip generation
attributable to plan area development. First, a 100-space park and ride lot will be acquired and
constructed by the City, funded by specific plan fees, in Subarea E, near the intersection of
Golden Hill Road and Highway 46. The sizing and location of this lot are intended to encourage
its utilization both by plan area residents and by residents of unincorporated developments
located east of the City. Second, each new commercial and/or industrial development project in
Subarea E will be required to formulate for City approval, and adopt as a condition of project
approval, a transportation system management (TSM) plan, with the objective of reducing
vehicle trip generation by twenty-five (25) to thirty-three (33) percent.
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Examples of TSM plan elements include, but are certainly not limited to, employee ride-sharing
programs, incentive payments for bicycle commuting to work, provision of bicycle racks and onsite shower facilities for employees and four-day ten-hour (rather than five-day, eight-hour) work
shifts. The City may relax or reduce required on-site parking for projects with proposed
effective TSM plans or provide other incentives and benefits at its discretion.
Traffic generation attributable to plan area development as provided for in this plan necessitates
improvements to the capacity and operating characteristics of Highway 46. As discussed in
detail in Technical Appendix D of this plan document, CALTRANS has already programmed a
substantial upgrading of Highway 46 from just west of Highway 101 east to just beyond Airport
Road. In general, planned improvements include expansion, reconfiguration and signalization of
the Highway 101/Highway 46 interchange; widening of the Highway 46 bridge across the
Salinas River from two traffic lanes to four; extension of the four travel lane width east to
beyond Airport Road; and extended left turn “pockets” at Buena Vista and Golden Hill Roads for
eastbound traffic. Construction on this highway improvement program may begin by 1990.
This specific plan includes the following improvements to Highway 46 beyond those that were in
1989 included in CALTRANS’ proposed construction program:


Signalization of the intersection of Highway 46 and Golden Hill Road, when
warranted (note: the signal was subsequently installed).



Addition of a second eastbound-to-northbound left turn lane at Golden Hill Road.



Signalization, when warranted, of the intersection of Highway 46 and Buena Vista
Drive, with related improvements subject to the approval of CALTRANS.

The design of future improvements to the intersection of Buena Vista Drive and Highway 46 is
expected to be the subject of further discussions and some form of agreement between the City
of Paso Robles, CALTRANS, and other interested parties.
This plan also prescribes that the intersection of Golden Hill Road and Highway 46 ultimately
be improved to a full interchange. Right-of-way acquisition and a portion of interchange
construction costs are funded in the fee schedule established for this specific plan. At the time
such an interchange is completed, CALTRANS favors the closure of Buena Vista Road at
Highway 46. It should be emphasized, however, that such a closure is not provided for by this
plan, nor by the City’s recently-adopted Citywide circulation plan. CALTRANS representatives
acknowledge that such a closure is not provided for by this plan, nor by the City’s recentlyadopted Citywide circulation plan. CALTRANS representatives acknowledge that such a
closure would require the mutual consent of both their own agency and the City.
As a part of the traffic analysis completed in the process of preparing this plan, the prospective
impacts of traffic generated by plan area development, combined with probable impacts from
other known or anticipated development throughout the rest of the community, were evaluated.
The purpose of this analysis was to determine the extent to which plan implementation would
contribute to the necessity to make other circulation system improvements in the City. On the
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basis of this study, it was ascertained that overall community growth would continue to
contribute to potential traffic concerns in the downtown area. Accordingly, the traffic consultant
has recommended the implementation of several additional measures, the need for which is
attributable partly to development of the plan area:


Installation of northbound right turn signal indications at the Highway 101/ Highway 46
freeway ramps;



Expansion of Spring Street to four travel lanes, by restriping and removing existing onstreet parking;



Installation of traffic signals, when warranted, at four key downtown intersections; and



Expansion of 13th Street to four travel lanes to improve capacity once traffic has cleared
the existing river crossing, also by restriping and prohibiting on-street parking.

These measures, potential alternatives to these improvements, should they not be implemented
by the City and recommendations for areas of additional traffic condition monitoring and study
as the community evolves are detailed in the referenced traffic appendix. It is the policy of the
City, and reflected in the implementation strategies of this plan as they are discussed in a
subsequent chapter, to require new development to “pay its own way” as it occurs. Accordingly,
traffic mitigation costs are being evaluated by the city on a community-wide basis as this plan is
being prepared, and a City-wide traffic mitigation fee may be included in the general
development fee structure prescribed for the plan area, beyond the fees prescribed by this plan.
Domestic Water Supply
Appendix C included among the technical appendices to this document sets out a preliminary
water system plan for the Borkey area. The system described in this plan is based upon several
key assumptions.
First, all new development in the plan area will be required to connect to the municipal water
system. With the exception of the extreme easterly portion of the plan area, no municipal system
exists at the time this plan is being prepared. It is presumed, therefore, that new development of
the balance of the project area will require the establishment of water supply sources.
Second, it is assumed that water supply for the area will come from sources to be developed
within the plan area boundaries. Available data indicates that an ample water supply can be
readily derived from underlying groundwater sources.
Finally, it is the determination of the City that the municipal water supply system serving the
westerly portion of the pan area should ultimately be linked to the balance of the City water
system by an interconnection, either across Highway 46 in the vicinity of the Union/46 Specific
Plan area or at North River Road. The existing easterly portion of the system, in the vicinity of
Golden Hill Road, is already connected across Highway 46 by a twelve-inch line.
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Preliminary engineering studies have indicated that the use of elevated water storage is probably
not economically feasible in the plan area. Consequently, the water system proposed for the area
is based upon the utilization of the existing well just west of Golden Hill Road and two
additional wells to be established in the westerly, more intensively developed portion of the plan
area. The City Engineer and Water Superintendent have determined that no storage facility will
be required expressly for the plan area water system. The location of the recommended wells
will be determined precisely at the time project-specific engineering is performed. System
pressurization is to be derived from booster pumps installed at the well sites.
Figure 20, on the following page, depicts a schematic design for the proposed water system to
serve the plan area. The recommended distribution system is nearly fully looped, with the
exceptions of cul-de-sacs and extensions serving portions of the plan area with very limited
anticipated development. Residential development would be served by ten and twelve-inch
mains. Commercial/industrial development designated for Subarea E would be served
exclusively by twelve-inch mains. All other mains would be eight inches in diameter. Design
criteria for this system would conform to the City of El Paso de Robles Water System Master
Plan (1993 Water System Master Plan, April 1995 Update, Boyle Engineering Corporation,
April 1995) as well as Section G of the standard details and specifications of the City of Paso
Robles. The proposed system illustrated in Figure 20 should, however, be regarded as only a
schematic design; final engineering and design will have to be performed prior to any system
construction.
Wastewater Disposal
Appendix B included among the technical appendices to this document sets out a preliminary
wastewater disposal plan for the Borkey area. The system described in this plan is based upon
the commitment by the City to a policy requiring all new development in the plan area to connect
to the municipal wastewater collection, treatment and disposal system. Ultimately, existing
development in the plan area will also be required to connect to the municipal wastewater
system.
Figure 21 depicts a schematic design of the proposed wastewater collection system for the plan
area. Essentially, all of the development designated for the plan area except for the extreme
northwest portion and several individual rural residential sites south of Experimental Station
Road can be served by a gravity collection system. Wastewater from this system would
ultimately be discharged to an existing pump station location on North River Road, and then
conveyed across the Salinas River to the City’s wastewater treatment and disposal facilities.
The collection system relies upon a proposed trunk line extending east-west through the plan
area, parallel to, but north of, the alignment of the major east-west collector street described in an
earlier section of this chapter. The proposed trunk line is intended to serve development in the
vicinity of the Paso Robles Municipal Airport, and potentially, other development outside the
plan area itself, as well as to accommodate wastewater flows from the Borkey area. A recent
design study for this line (John Carollo Engineers, March 1989) established internal diameter
requirements of twenty-seven inches through the plan area.
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The preliminary engineering studies completed in support of the preparation of this plan indicate
that the existing city-operated pump station on North River Road will not require enlargement to
convey Borkey plan-related wastewater flows across the Salinas River. A May 1988 wastewater
treatment facilities study by John Carollo Engineers indicates that there is adequate capacity at
the City’s wastewater plant to accommodate the volume of wastewater flows which are
anticipated from development of the Borkey area as designated by this plan.
Prior to construction of any wastewater system components, final engineering and design will be
required to determine main alignments, sizing, grades, and manhole locations. The necessity for
one or more pump stations, for the northwesterly portion of the plan area and/or for individual
rural residential parcels located along the south side of Experimental Station Road, will also have
to be determined during project design stages of plan area development. The schematic design
illustrated in Figure 21 should be regarded only as representative of anticipated system
characteristics, and consequently, adequate for planning and funding program purposes.
Storm Drainage
Existing topography in the Borkey Specific Plan area is generally flat to gently hilly. The
easterly extreme portion of the plan area is characterized by slopes of from zero to two percent.
In the general vicinity of Golden Hill Road, the plan area naturally drains gently to the north.
Minimal surface storm drainage improvements have been incorporated into street construction in
the Wallace industrial subdivision, although there is no improved point of discharge of storm
runoff from this portion of the plan area.
In the vicinity of Experimental Station Road, storm runoff collects in several natural swales,
which convey flows southwesterly, under Highway 46 via several existing culverts, and
ultimately into the Salinas River. Slopes in this vicinity are among the most severe in the plan
area, ranging in excess of twenty percent in several locations. As Subarea D is improved,
individual storm drain systems will be designed and constructed to handle the increase in runoff.
Detention basins will be designed and constructed to meter the storm water off of the site in
compliance with current City standards. These storm drain networks and basins will discharge
into the existing natural swales and culverts that currently convey the runoff from the plan area.
The northwest portion of the plan area is also moderately hilly. This vicinity, along with the
balance of the plan area, which is comparatively flat, drains toward and into the Salinas River via
a swale which runs westerly, than northwesterly, through the plan area. Runoff flowing through
this swale is ultimately either retained in one of two low-lying ponds near the northwesterly
corner of the plan area or, under peak conditions, reaches the Salinas River northwest of the plan
area boundary.
Figure 22 schematically depicts a proposed storm drainage system for the plan area based upon
the following assumptions:


Portions of the plan area which currently drain to the Salinas River and which will
develop to urban densities will continue to dispose of stormwater flows to that channel.
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Incremental increases in runoff in areas where residential development occurs only at
rural densities will not be enough to necessitate conveyance of storm runoff flows offsite.



Conveyance to the Huerhuero Creek channel of storm runoff flows from
commercial/industrial development anticipated in Subarea E is not economically feasible.
Accordingly, on-site retention of storm runoff will be required in this portion of the plan
area.

The schematic storm drainage system design illustrated by Figure 22 corresponds to the
requirements of Section E of the standard details and specifications of the City of Paso Robles.
The design of this system has included consideration of the runoff quantities to be generated by
plan-related development conforming to the designations set out in earlier sections of this
chapter. However, final engineering and design of system components must necessarily
accompany any specific development project plans.
Key features of the system’s design for the areas designated for urban development include a
combination of street surface conveyance and subsurface piping of storm runoff flows. Storm
drainage from Subarea B will be collected and conveyed directly to the Salinas River from
portions of the subarea located southerly and westerly of the proposed major east-west collector
street. Runoff flows accumulated north of the collector street will be conveyed first to a pond
included in the proposed design of the linear park paralleling that collector. This pond will act as
a temporary retardation basin, before flows are ultimately discharged through to the river.
It should be noted, however, that available slopes and designed pipe sizes enable projected storm
runoff flows from the northerly portion of the subarea to be discharged directly to the river
without any required detention time in the pond. An easement to accommodate storm drain lines
necessary across Subarea F on the project area, to convey storm flows collected and transmitted
to the Salinas River from subarea B, shall be acquired and dedicated to the City by the
developer(s) of Subarea B.
Storm drainage system characteristics for Subarea E of the overall plan area represent a special
problem. The direction of runoff flow is generally northerly. The improved portion of this
subarea, east of Golden Hill Road, currently handles storm runoff via a system of on-street
surface flows, contained by curb and gutter and transported across intersections by V-gutters.
Except for the westerly portion of Wallace Avenue, street drainage from this subdivision flows
to the present “stubbed-out” westerly terminus of Tractor Way. At that point, runoff flows
overland via a shallow swale across a vacant parcel before turning northerly and eventually
ponding on open ground to the north of the plan area and east of existing rural residential
development at the end of Golden Hill Road. The westerly segment of Wallace Avenue drains to
the west, where storm flows collect and pond just off the paved street section at Golden Hill
Road. The long-term development of this subarea to commercial/industrial uses demands that
storm runoff be collected and conveyed to an acceptable disposal location. Accordingly, this
plan calls for disposal of storm runoff from Subarea E to be accommodated within the subarea,
in the form of a ponding basin. The specific design and sizing, and determination of the precise
location appropriate for this proposed basin, are beyond the scope of this plan. So, too, is the
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detailed sizing and layout of the storm runoff collection system which will be required to serve
future commercial/industrial development in Subarea E. The parcelization of substantial
portions of this subarea is still undetermined. However, it is known at this time that either one of
two parcels located along Golden Hill Road at the northerly plan area boundary are
approximately situated and of adequate size to accommodate the recommended ponding basin.
Alternatively, it would be possible and potentially advantageous, to acquire a site north of and
outside the plan area some distance for this proposed ponding basin. It is also known that runoff
flows from the westerly segment of Wallace Avenue will have to be collected by catch basin and
conveyed north by a storm drain line to the proposed ponding basin.
The concept underlying the proposed storm drainage system for Subareas A, C, and D, the latter
two of which are designated for rural density residential development only, is that both building
site and roadway-generated runoff flows be collected by and disposed of in a series of shallow
swales. Generally such swales would lie just outside the public right-of-way and parallel to rural
street alignments. In some instances, however, these swales would more effectively be located
along the side lot lines of residential development sites. In all cases, swales are to fall within
easements to be established in favor of the City to ensure that they are not regraded or destroyed.
The planned development on the 22 acre Cop parcel within Subarea D will be constructed with
an onsite storm drain network, complete with detention basins to meter the released storm water
flows. The streets will be constructed with concrete curb and gutter to convey the storm waters
to drain inlets. Storm water existing the site will be limited to the existing ten (10) year runoff,
in conformance with current City standards.
Technical Appendix A accompanying this plan document presents a more detailed discussion of
the storm drainage analysis conducted during the plan preparation process and the elements of
the recommended conceptual storm drainage plan.
Parks, Open Space and Landscaping
There are six key elements to the parks, open space and landscaping component of the Borkey
Area Specific Plan: (1) provision for a district-level community park in the Salinas River flood
plain; (2) a proposed lineal park/greenbelt paralleling the major east-west collector street through
Subarea B; (3) landscaped greenbelt/ pedestrian corridors along the top of the Salinas River
bluffs and connecting the bluffs area to the east-west collector, also in Subarea B; (4)
preservation of the bluffs in their natural condition; (5) a special treatment of the transition
between rural and urban density development by means of a landscape buffer in Subarea B; and
(6) general landscape design requirements applicable to the various subareas of the plan area as a
whole.
As referenced previously in this plan, Subarea F of the plan area, comprised of the Salinas River
flood plain and environs, is to be dedicated to the City and developed as a district-level park.
Specific features of this park area are to be determined outside this plan process. It is
envisioned, however, that the ultimate improvement of this facility will include both active
recreational facilities and passive open space elements. Based upon existing topography,
channel and flood plain characteristics, it is estimated that approximately thirteen acres of this
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site could be improved to accommodate active recreational uses. Consistent with its anticipated
community-level function, this park would be constructed, owned and operated by the City.
This plan prescribes a lineal park/greenbelt facility along the northerly side of the major eastwest collector street designated for Subarea B. This facility would be located adjacent to and
integrated with the golf course (open to the public), and be complemented by, the proposed
elementary school site designated by the plan in this subarea. Specific characteristics of this
park/greenbelt will be determined at the time development plans are submitted for Subarea B.
However, minimum design standards for this facility are prescribed in the next section of this
chapter. Improved features of the park to be concentrated westerly of the referenced school site,
would include extensive turf and landscaped areas, substantial tree plantings, meandering
pedestrian and bike pathways, and passive seating areas. The functional orientation of this
facility would be to serve the surrounding neighborhood. A conceptual illustration of this linear
park is shown in Amendment a “River Oaks Master Plan”. Easterly of the proposed school site,
improvements would be limited to those typical of landscaped greenbelt areas, confined to turf
and landscape elements, tree plantings and meandering pedestrian walkways. If the contiguous
golf course is not developed as currently shown in Subarea B, it is intended that entire acreage of
the golf course be developed as a neighborhood park, and it is intended that the entirety of this
designated lineal park/greenbelt facility be dedicated to the City, maintained for the benefit of
the surrounding neighborhood through the mechanism of an assessment district.
In addition to the lineal park/greenbelt facility described above, this plan requires a development
of landscaped greenbelt/pedestrian corridors at two other locations in Subarea B. The first of
these is to be located at the top of the Salinas River bluffs, along the westerly boundary of this
subarea. Design standards for this corridor are set out in detail in the next section of this chapter.
In general, however, this greenbelt/pedestrian corridor would be improved to include landscaped
and turf areas, a meandering pedestrian/bicycle pathway, and deciduous tree plantings. The
pedestrian/bicycle pathway would be connected to the sidewalks adjoining local streets in this
portion of Subarea B. Figures 25 and 26 are representative illustrations of the proposed
treatment of the bluff tops called for by this plan.
Additionally, a landscaped
greenbelt/pedestrian corridor is to be established connecting the corridor along the top of the
bluffs to the major east-west collector street through Subarea B. Elements of this corridor would
b3e similar to those along the bluff top: turf and landscaping, a meandering pedestrian/bicycle
pathway, and deciduous tree plantings. Again, specific design standards are called out in the
following section of this chapter. Figures 27 and 28 provide representative plan and section
views of this landscaped greenbelt/pedestrian corridor. It is intended that both landscaped
greenbelt/pedestrian corridors discussed in this paragraph be dedicated to the City and
maintained for the benefit of the surrounding neighborhood through the mechanism of an
assessment district.
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Protection of bluffs overlooking the Salinas River is a priority concern of this plan. Consistent
with the policy of the City set out in this document to preserve the aesthetic and habitat qualities
of the bluffs, it is prescribed by this plan that the bluffs will be left essentially in their present
natural condition as the plan area develops. Building setbacks along the bluff tops will be
required to avoid potentially unstable soils, and building profiles will not be allowed to encroach
into the viewscape of North River Road. This open space area would be dedicated to the City;
the minimal required maintenance of this area would be funded through the anticipated benefit
assessment district to be established for the plan area.
The potentially sensitive transition between the large rural residential lots designated for the
Experimental Station Road and Buena Vista Road frontages in Subarea B of the plan area, and
the objective of the City to minimize the possible impacts of the prescribed single family
residential development slated for most of this subarea on nearby rural neighborhoods, mandate
that special landscaping treatment be utilized. Accordingly, this plan requires that a thirty-foot
landscape buffer be established along the rear lot lines of the referenced rural residential parcels.
This buffer will be planted with trees and shrubs and backed by a solid perimeter fence
separating the R-1 development from the larger lots. The buffer area will be encompassed by an
easement granted to the City, to ensure maintenance through the anticipated assessment district
mechanism of the landscaping during initial development and until it is well-established.
Maintenance responsibilities will then revert to the rural lot owner.
Finally, for each subarea of the overall plan area, the design standards prescribed by this plan
include specific landscaping requirements, augmenting those already set out in the City’s zoning
ordinance for the applicable zone districts allocated to the area. Approval of any development
application for the plan area will require City approval of an accompanying detailed landscaping
plan for the proposed project.
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Schools
This plan designates a twelve-acre elementary school site for the establishment of a facility by
the Paso Robles School District. Based upon factors utilized by the District for school age
population per household, it is anticipated that full development of the plan area as designated
will generate approximately 500 students (an estimated 31.9 percent of total plan area household
population). Preliminary discussions with the School District indicate that the proposed plan
area school site would be developed subsequent to the initial phases of plan area residential
development.
Subarea C is designated for development of the North County Campus of Cuesta Community
College. The College would utilize the entire 82-acre area east of Buena Vista Drive and the 23
acres west of Buena Vista Drive for the school and related facilities, within the Public Facilities
designated areas. Development would occur in three or more phases, beginning with temporary
facilities on the west end of the property and expanding with permanent facilities to the east.
The east-west collector road (currently called Ronan Road) would be constructed in a later
phase, providing future Golden Hill Road access to and from the site.
Public Safety Services
The plan area will be served by the City’s Police and Fire Departments. The police station is
currently located near the intersection of Spring and Tenth Streets in the downtown area, with
protection provided by mobile patrol units centrally dispatched by radio. Existing fire stations
are located at 13th and Spring Streets, Santa Fe at Creston Road, and at the municipal airport. A
future fire station is planned for the vicinity of Golden Hill Road and Highway 46, south of the
plan area.
At the time of subdivision map or other development application approval for the plan area, the
City may impose such conditions upon projects as the installation of security devices (e.g. deadbolt locks, window locking mechanisms, sliding door locks, etc.) such as might be required or
recommended by the Police Department. The City also encourages “neighborhood watch” and
other resident-participation security and safety programs.
Water system distribution components have been conceived, and detailed designs will be, in
conformance with the fire protection requirements of the City’s Fire Department. Developers in
the plan area will be required to install fire hydrants as required by the Fire Department at the
time of project design review. The Fire Department reserves the right to prescribe or limit
building materials utilized in project construction to fire retardant types. Emergency secondary
access to lots located along the top of the Salinas River bluffs may be required by the Fire
Department at the time of subdivision plan review.
Public Utilities
All new public utilities installed to serve development of the plan area shall be under ground, in
conformance with established City standards. Undergrounding shall be the responsibility of
developers, including the undergrounding of existing utilities within and adjacent to the sites of
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any new development. Easements shall be provided by each developer as required to access and
maintain undergrounded utility installations.
Project Design
Within the framework of the land use designations and policies presented in the preceding
sections of this chapter, the following specific design standards are prescribed for the plan area.
These standards are intended to be applied in addition to, or where more restrictive, in place of
those mandated by the City’s General Plan, zoning ordinance, and other development regulations
in effect at the time of any project proposal for the plan area. The Planning Commission and/or
City Council may also impose such additional standards at the time of development as they deem
appropriate.
Subarea A
SA-1 The minimum building setback from any public right of way shall be fifty (50) feet.
SA-2 The minimum building setback from any side lot line, except for such a lot line abutting a
public right of way, shall be thirty (30) feet.
SA-3 The minimum building setback from any rear lot line, except for such a lot line abutting a
public right of way, shall be thirty (30) feet.
SA-4 The minimum building setback from the top of the bluffs overlooking the Salinas River
shall be fifty (50) feet.
SA-5 No building shall be placed at a location rendering it visible from the westerly edge of the
right of way of North River Road.
SA-6 No building intended for human occupation or routine human use shall be erected in the
agricultural buffer designated by the Plan Diagram, within three hundred (300) feet of the
northerly boundary of Subarea A, of as long as the adjacent parcel(s) to the north are
zoned for agricultural use.
SA-7 No principal building shall exceed thirty-five (35) feet above the average natural grade, in
height. Architectural or agricultural elements, such as towers, silos, etc. may be approved
at heights greater than thirty-five (35) feet after review by the Development Review
Committee or the Planning Commission, provided that heights do not exceed those as
stated in the City’s Zoning Ordinance for Agricultural Districts. On ridges and hills,
building designs shall be architecturally compatible to the site..
Subarea B
The following standards shall apply to the creation and/or development of lots or parcels that
abut Experimental Station Road, Buena Vista Drive and River Oaks Drive:
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SB-1 The minimum building setback from the edge of right-of-way on Experimental Station
Road, Buena Vista Road and River Oaks Drive shall be ten (10) feet.
SB-2 The minimum building setback from any side lot line, except for such a lot line abutting a
public right-of-way, except as affecting those residential lots abutting River Oaks Drive,
shall be twelve (12) feet.
SB-3 The minimum building setback from any rear lot line, except for such a lot line abutting a
public right-of-way, shall be twenty (20) feet.
SB-4 The minimum frontage of any residential lot shall be one hundred five (105) feet from
corner to corner.
SB-5 The minimum average depth of any residential lot shall be one hundred thirty (130) feet.
No side lot line shall measure less than one hundred (100) feet from the front lot line to
the rear lot line at any point. The minimum average depth of any commercial lot shall be
two hundred (200) feet. No side lot line of any commercial lot shall measure less than
one hundred (100) feet.
SB-6 A thirty (30) foot landscape buffer shall be established and maintained along the rear line
of each lot adjacent to the neighborhood commercial zoned lots along Buena Vista Road.
This buffer shall connect between the east/west collector (River Oaks Drive) and
Experimental Station Road. This buffer shall include plantings of shrubs, from the
Borkey Area Specific Plan Plant List established for Subarea B and an easement shall be
granted to the City for the maintenance of this buffer in the event that maintenance is not
adequately performed by the private property owner. (Any required City maintenance
shall be reimbursed, including administrative costs, by the property owner; unreimbursed
City costs may be recovered through property tax liens against affected parcels. An
eleven (11) foot landscape buffer/parkway shall be established and maintained along the
north side of Experimental Station Road, enhancing the frontage of those lots.
SB-7 A six (6) foot solid fence, of wood or other material acceptable to the City shall be
erected along the rear line of each lot. A detailed fence plan shall be submitted to the
City at the time of application for development. The City shall require that fence style
and construction shall be consistent for all affected lots, within the overall plan area.
SB-8 A three (3) foot open rail fence, constructed of wood or other material acceptable to the
City, shall be erected along each front and side lot line. A detailed fence plan shall be
submitted to the City at the time of application for development. The City shall require
that fence style and construction shall be consistent for all affected lots, within the overall
plan area, including lots which front on Experimental Station Road.
SB- 9 Such other fencing as may be required or desired by residents and property owners may
be erected on any residential parcel, subject to the following conditions: (1) no fence
shall be closer in the front yard than the designated building setback; and (2) no fence
may exceed six (6) feet in height.
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The following standards shall apply to the creation and/or development of lots or parcels located
in Subarea B of the overall plan area, which do not abut Experimental Station Road or Buena
Vista Road:
SB-10 The minimum building setback from any front lot line shall be twenty (20) feet to a streetfacing garage or carport and fifteen (15) feet to any residence or other building (detached
Casitas) or side entry garage. A detached Casitas (home office or guest room not for the
purposes of a separate dwelling unit) is permitted at front yard set back lines when the
design is fully integrated into the architectural style and character of the single family
residence. Casitas shall only be permitted when CC&Rs or other reliable constructive
notice is established for lot owners to be notified of strict restrictions on the Casitas
against rental or related multiple family use. Conditions shall be imposed at the time of
issuance of a building permit that will reduce the potential for such units to be converted
for rental use.
SB-11 The minimum building setback from any side lot line shall be that prescribed by the City
of Paso Robles zoning ordinance for the R-1 zone district, except that the City may
approve a building setback of zero (0) feet for one side line of any lot, if a Planned
Development application is processed in conjunction with a subdivision application and
findings can be made in accordance with the City’s Planned Development Chapter
(21.16A).
SB-12 The minimum building setback from any rear lot line shall be that prescribed by the City
of Paso Robles zoning ordinance for the R-1 zone district (20 feet for the residence, 3 feet
for accessory structures).
SB-13 The minimum building setback from the top of the bluffs overlooking the Salinas River
shall be fifty (50) feet.
SB-14 No building shall be placed at a location rendering it visible from the westerly edge of the
right-of-way of North River Road.
SB-15 All building heights shall conform with the requirements of the City’s Zoning Ordinance.
In addition, on ridges and hills, building designs shall ensure that building forms
correspond to the natural contours of the landform and shall substantially comply with
the massing and architectural detailing demonstrated in the home model exhibits for
Neighborhood 7 as shown in Amendment A (River Oaks Master Plan).
SB-16 No two adjacent residences constructed by the same developer shall be painted or colorcoated the same color. A minimum ratio of one (1) different house color for each four (4)
houses constructed by any developer shall be required.
SB-17 A detailed fence plan shall be submitted to the City at the time of application for any
development. The City shall require that fence style and construction be consistent for all
residential lots. No fencing may be erected in the front yard of any lot parallel to the
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front lot line. The erection of any chain link fencing is prohibited within any required
building setback.
SB-18 Five (5) foot concrete sidewalks shall be constructed in the public right of way adjacent
to each public street, or an eight (8) foot sidewalk may be constructed on one side of the
roadway, when the opposite side adjoins a passive/active recreational site. Sidewalks
shall be detached (separated from the curb by a landscaped/irrigated parkway) in
accordance with the City’s engineering standards.
The following standards shall apply to the creation and/or development of all residential parcels
and lots in Subarea B of the overall plan area:
SB-19 All residences shall have driveway aprons extending between required garages and/or
carports and the public right-of-way that are in conformance with the criteria as set forth
in the “Architectural and Landscape Architectural Design Guidelines” as approved with
Tract 2376.
SB-20 When practical, residential structures are recommended to be oriented to achieve
optimum solar accessibility. The use of active solar systems is encouraged, particularly
for domestic water heating, heating of swimming polls and spas, and similar purposes.
Passive solar design and orientation is also particularly encouraged, to reduce energy use
for residential space heating and cooling.
SB-21 The use of drought-tolerant landscaping is encouraged, to minimize water consumption
requirements for irrigation.
SB-22 Residential units shall be required to utilize water-saving fixtures and devices, including
those which might be prescribed by the City at the time of development application
review in excess of the requirements of applicable building and construction codes.
SB-23 Any appurtenant structure on any residential lot shall be constructed in the same
architectural character and style as the primary residential structure on the lot.
SB-24 Landscaped “entry ways” shall be constructed on both sides of the major east-west
collector street crossing Subarea B at its intersection with Buena Vista Road. The entry
way on the north side of the street shall extend into a landscaped greenbelt parallel to this
street. Detailed landscaping plans for these entry ways and the landscape greenbelt shall
be submitted to the City for approval at the time of application for development. The
width of the greenbelt may vary, but shall be no less than thirty (30) feet, as measured
from the edge of the street right-of-way at any point, and shall average fifty (50) feet.
Features of these landscaped entry ways and greenbelt shall include berms, turf,
groundcover, trees, covered transit stop shelter (per city standards), and meandering
pedestrian/bicycle pathways.
SB-25 The lineal park designated on the plan diagram shall be constructed in conformance with
a detailed plan to be submitted to the City for approval at the time of application for
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development. This park shall be integrated with the golf course (open to the public) and
coordinated with the frontage improvements along the playground and playfield areas of
the designated elementary school site. Width of the lineal park may vary, but shall be no
less than twenty four (24) feet, as measured from the edge of the collector street right-ofway at any point, and may be constructed within surplus right of way along Clubhouse
Drive. Features of this lineal park shall include berms and slopes, turf and open space
areas, seating, lighting, groundcover and shrubbery, trees, and meandering
pedestrian/bicycle pathways. Access to this lineal park shall be provided from the
adjacent collector street. Park pedestrian/bicycle pathways shall be connected to the
sidewalks abutting adjacent streets. In the event a golf course is not proposed for
development as shown on Figure 15, a neighborhood park shall be developed in the place
of the full area of the golf course; said neighborhood park shall be developed in a manner
to be approved by the Public Works Director, dedicated to the City, and maintained
through a Landscaping and Lighting District.
SB-26 Landscaped greenbelts/pedestrian corridor designated on the plan connecting the Salinas
River bluffs with the major east-west collector street shall be constructed in conformance
with a detailed plan to be submitted to the City for approval at the time of application for
grading and construction permits for development of Tract 2457. Width of this
greenbelt/pedestrian corridor may vary, but shall be no less than twenty (20) feet at any
point, and shall average thirty (30) feet. A perimeter screen fence shall separate the
greenbelt area from adjacent residential lots. Other features of this naturalized landscaped
greenbelt/pedestrian corridor shall include berms, meandering pedestrian pathways
connected to sidewalks adjacent to abutting local streets, and native groundcover and
shrubbery plantings, and tree plantings interspersed at appropriate locations along the
path and in the designated view areas, as determined by the Development Review
Committee.
SB-27 Enhanced landscaping shall be installed on Lot 212 of Tract 2457 – River Oaks. This enhanced
landscaping is subject to Development Review Committee (DRC) approval prior to

installation. The applicant shall submit enhanced landscaping plans designed to provide
a buffering of development along the bluff for DRC review and approval. Said
landscaping plans would take into account the existing oak trees and other native
vegetation. A minimum setback from the existing 70 Kv power lines shall be provided in
accordance with PG&E standards determined at the time of development and in
accordance with minimums outlined in Amendment A (River Oaks Master Plan). In
conjunction with the subdivision of Neighborhoods 4, 5, & 6, the developer shall provide
constructive notice to all future property owners that their lots are in proximity to existing
overhead power lines.
SB-28 Street trees shall be provided by the developer or subdivider of any property at the
average rate of one tree for each forty (40) feet, or fraction thereof, of public street
frontage. Trees may be planted in clusters and should be planted within the street rightof-way (detached parkway) or within the first five (5) feet of the private property adjacent
to the right-of-way when a parkway does not exist. Trees shall be selected from the
City’s approved street tree list or from the Borkey Area Specific Plan Plant List for Sub
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Area B and shall be the maintenance obligation of the adjacent private property owner
either directly (when on private property) or indirectly through a Landscaping and
Lighting District (when in the parkway).
SB-29 All Policy and Development Standards (text and exhibits) contained within Amendment
A - “The River Oak Master Plan Booklet” – as was further amended by the City Council
at its May 5, 2003 meeting to eliminate the Salinas River bluffs landscape
greenbelt/pedestrian corridor (“trail”) requirements. These Policy and Development
Standards shall apply to all aspects of build-out of this Subarea (except for the Salinas
River bluff landscape greenbelt/pedestrian corridor [“trail”] requirements that were
eliminated. The Policy and Development Standards include street sections and illustrative
exhibits representative of architectural quality, scale and style expectations.
SB-30 The Neighborhood Commercial areas adjacent to Buena Vista Drive shall be developed
to an architectural style and character representative in Specific Plan Amendment A. All
development within this area shall be subject to review and approval of a Planned
Development where the Planning Commission must be able to make findings that the
developer has demonstrated the project’s site planning and architectural character is of an
appropriate neighborhood scale. All uses shall be subject to review and approval of a
Conditional Use Permit where the Planning Commission must be able to make findings
that the use is neighborhood serving. No highway oriented signs shall be permitted.
SB-31 The Commercial Service Area (Neighborhood 3 - RV & Mini Storage site) shall require
approval of both a Planned Development and Conditional Use Permit application. Added
findings of any Planning Commission approval of such development and use applications
shall include: 1) The proposed mini storage and RV storage use is supplemental and
ancillary to the master planned community (neighborhoods 4, 5 and 6 of Sub Area B),
and not a freestanding and independent commercial use; and, 2) The proposed mini
storage and RV storage use has incorporated extraordinary design methods to fully screen
and buffer the proposed use form neighboring residential properties (at a minimum, those
represented in the exhibits contained in Appendix A).
SB-32 Clubhouse Drive is to be dedicated to a local street width of 64 feet, and shall be
developed in conjunction with build out of Sub Area B as a modified 60 foot wide local
street as shown on Figure 73-1. The east side of Clubhouse Drive will incorporate
additional landscaping to transition into the golf course and the west side will provide an
eight (8) foot wide sidewalk. All other standards of the local street design will be adhered
to.
SB-33 Reduced width (“Neo-traditional-style”) street sections may be proposed within the
residential neighborhoods as shown in Amendment A.
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Finally, for each subarea of the overall plan area, the design standards prescribed by this plan
include specific landscaping requirements, augmenting those already set out in the City’s zoning
ordinance for the applicable zone districts allocated to the area. Approval of any development
application for the plan area will require City approval of an accompanying detailed landscaping
plan for the proposed project.
Subarea C
SC-1 Improvements in Subarea C would be subject to the jurisdiction of the State of California
with the exception of grading, drainage, public streets, and other infrastructure links to
systems operated by the City of Paso Robles.
SC-2 Temporary facility plans would be substantially consistent with exhibits prepared by
Cuesta College and on file with the City of Paso Robles.
SC-3 Figure16 illustrates the conceptual plan for the use of the 82-acre property. More specific
master planning will occur at a later date.
Subarea D
SD-1 The following design standards described for Subarea A are applicable to the creation
and/or development of residential lots and parcels located in Subarea D of the overall
plan area: SA-5.
SD-2 All building heights shall conform to the requirements of the City’s Zoning Ordinance.
In addition, on ridges and hills, building designs shall be architecturally compatible to the
site.
SD-3 The standards, regulations and prescriptions of the R-1-B-4 zone district (or its potential
future equivalent), as set out in the City of Paso Robles zoning ordinance, and zoning
overlay requirements shall apply to all development in this subarea unless otherwise
specified by this plan.
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Subarea E
SE-1

Land uses and development in Subarea E shall conform to the standards, regulations and
prescriptions of the C-3 zone district (or its potential future equivalent) as set out in the
City of Paso Robles zoning ordinance, except as otherwise provided for in this plan.

SE-2

Site coverage by structures, including buildings and any other portion of a site under roof,
but not including parking, landscaping or other improvements at grade level, shall be
limited to fifty (50) percent of total net site area.

SE-3

Minimum front yards shall be required for all parcels to be developed in this subarea.
The minimum front yard for any site fronting on Golden Hill Road shall be thirty (30)
feet. The minimum front yard for any other site shall be twenty (20) feet.

SE-4

Minimum side yards shall be required for all parcels located in this subarea west of
Golden Hill Road. The minimum side yard for any interior lot line shall be ten (10) feet.
The minimum side year for any side lot line adjacent to a public right of way shall be
fifteen (15) feet, except as otherwise described below.

SE-5

Any parcel abutting a residentially-zoned property shall be subject to a minimum side
yard requirement of thirty (30) feet on the side adjacent to the residential zone.

SE-6

Minimum rear yards shall be required for all parcels located west of Golden Hill Road in
this subarea. The minimum rear yard shall be ten (10) feet, except that the minimum rear
yard shall be twenty-five (25) feet where the rear property line of any site abuts any
property which is residentially zoned.

SE-7

Notwithstanding any of the above requirements, any parcel or site located in this subarea
shall be subject to a required landscape setback of thirty (30) feet from the right of way of
State Highway 46.

SE-8 All prescribed front, side and rear yards shall be landscaped in conformance with a
detailed landscape plan to be submitted to the City for approval at the time of application
for development.
SE-9

The neighborhood commercial shopping center designated by the plan diagram for
development in this subarea shall be limited to a total of eighty thousand (80,000) square
feet of gross leasable area. Permitted uses in this center shall be subject to review and
approval by the city, and shall be limited to those uses which are solely neighborhood or
convenience-oriented in character. No use not permitted or conditionally permitted in the
C-P zone district of the City of Paso Robles zoning ordinance shall be permitted in this
center.

SE-10 The abandonment of Wallace Avenue shall be encouraged, with right of way area
reverting to adjacent sites, except to the extent such right of way may be required, in the
judgment of the City, to accommodate a future freeway interchange at Golden Hill Road
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and Highway 46. Development of adjacent parcels shall be encouraged to orient toward
Golden Hill Road and Oakwood Avenue.
SE-11 A right of way “reserve” for a future interchange at Golden Hill Road and Highway 46
shall be maintained by the City, and the construction of improvements in this reserve may
be prohibited by the City as required to ensure the timely and cost-effective construction
of such an interchange when warranted and when funding becomes available.
Subarea F
SF-1

Construction of the district-level park designated by the plan for Subarea F shall be in
conformance with detailed plans to be developed and approved by the City. The
sensitive and unique riparian features and habitat found in the Salinas River bed and
flood plain shall be accommodated by such plans. Storm drainage easement provisions,
to allow for storm drainage lines carrying runoff to the Salinas River, shall also be
provided for by such plans, as necessary.
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CHAPTER FOUR
PLAN IMPLEMENTATION AND PHASING
Implementation of the Borkey Area Specific Plan will involve a variety of initiatives from both
the private and public sectors. Private developers and property owners will bear the predominant
responsibility for carrying out the substance of the plan. The plan addresses itself in many
respects to the quality and character of development which will take place in the plan area as a
result of private actions. At the same time, there are public projects (e.g. Highway 46 upgrading,
the proposed district park, etc.) which will be dependent upon public sector activities to be
carried out.
In the following sections of this chapter, plan implementation activities and procedures are
spelled out. The phasing and sequence of anticipated development and public improvements is
outlined. The relationship of the plan to the City’s General Plan and zoning is identified and
discussed. Procedures for adoption and amendment of this plan are prescribed. So are procedures
for preparing and processing applications for specific development projects within the plan area.
Finally, the political/jurisdictional issue of City and County responsibilities with respect to plan
implementation is reviewed.
Phasing of Development and Improvements
In general, the phasing of development in the plan area will be left to the discretion of the private
sector. For major components of the plan, however, a sequence of phasing is prescribed, based
upon the dependent relationships among these plan elements.
Highway 46 Improvements
The proposed improvements to Highway 46 discussed in earlier sections of this plan are essential
to accommodate the ultimate traffic generation that development of the plan area will create.
CALTRANS has indicated that its planned improvements are scheduled to be constructed
beginning in 1990. It will be necessary for the City to coordinate with CALTRANS to ensure
that the additional improvements to the highway called for by this plan are included in that
construction project. In the judgment of the traffic consultant assisting with the preparation of
this plan, signalization of the intersection of Golden Hill Road and Highway 46 already may be
warranted. Plan-designated improvements at Buena Vista Road and the highway will become
important upon occupancy of the third phase of residential development in the plan area.
The construction of the proposed interchange at Golden Hill Road and Highway 46 should be
undertaken as soon as funds become available. However, it is likely that this improvement will
not be completed until the end of the timeframe addressed by this plan.
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Other Circulation System Improvements
Other proposed circulation system components serving the plan area include the major east-west
collector ultimately extending from North River Road to Golden Hill Road; the connecting street
joining North River Road with the collector in the southwesterly portion of the plan area; the
upgrading of Golden Hill Road and Buena Vista Road; the cul-de-saccing of Wallace Avenue
east of Golden Hill Road; and the network of local and connecting streets directly serving plan
area development.
Construction of the east-west collector between Buena Vista Road and Golden Hill Road should
be completed in conjunction with the development of Subareas C and E of the plan area.
However, this route becomes an important link in the area’s circulation system with the buildout
of approximately one third of the planned development for Subarea B and the anticipated
development of a neighborhood commercial center near Golden Hill Road. Consequently, it is
recommended that steps be taken to construct this roadway prior to the development of abutting
properties, with required funds advanced and subsequently reimbursed by adjacent properties as
they are built upon. The ultimate connection of this street to North River Road at the
northeasterly extreme of the plan area may be deferred until such time as an additional river
crossing opens north of Highway 46.
The connecting street joining North River Road with the street network anticipated in Subarea B
should be constructed at the time approximately twenty-five percent of the units proposed for
Subarea B have been completed. This link to the City’s central district becomes important in
relieving traffic which would otherwise be directed onto Highway 46.
Upgrading of Golden Hill Road should be undertaken as adjoining properties develop. It is
anticipated that this will precede the connection of the major east-west collector described
above. In the event, however, that this sequence is reversed, Golden Hill Road should be fully
constructed with advanced funds, to be reimbursed by adjacent site developments as they occur.
Upgrading of Buena Vista Road south of the major collector to the highway should be
undertaken with the first phase of development in Subarea B.
Wallace Avenue, east of Golden Hill Road, should be cul-de-sacced immediately upon
connection of Tractor Street to Golden Hill. The current intersection of this street with Golden
Hill is poorly located in relationship to the intersection of Golden Hill and the highway. It may
be even more desirable to abandon the Wallace Avenue right-of-way between Golden Hill and
Oakwood to adjacent property owners, if this right-of-way can be determined to not be essential
for construction of a future interchange at Golden Hill Road and Highway 46. Subsequent
development or redevelopment of the affected parcels would then be oriented toward Golden
Hill Road and Oakwood.
The network of other connecting and local streets will be created as affected portions of the plan
area develop.
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It should be noted that improvements to the City’s downtown area traffic circulation system are
recommended as part of this plan and are designated as “short-term” improvements.
Accordingly, it is intended that these improvements be undertaken as soon as funding
availability permits their implementation, except that in the case of proposed traffic signals,
warrants must first be met.
The acquisition and construction by the City of the proposed park-and-ride lot in Subarea E
should occur as funds become available for this purpose, either directly through the specific plan
fee schedule or, more desirably, through the use of funds advanced through one of the
mechanisms discussed later in this chapter and reimbursed with plan fees.
The improvement of the Class I bicycle path across Subareas C and E should occur in
conjunction with the development of underlying properties, at the direct expense of the
developers(s).
Water, Sewer, and Storm Drain Improvements
The proposed domestic water system for the plan area anticipates that both of the two planned
new wells be constructed in conjunction with the first phase of development in Subarea B.
Construction of the second proposed well can be deferred until the planned seventh phase of
residential development in Subarea B of the plan area only if an earlier connection of the plan
area water system to the City system south of Highway 46 is completed. It will be left to the
judgment of prospective developers which of these approaches is determined to be most
economically feasible.
If construction of the City’s proposed major sewer trunk line from the airport area through the
plan area precedes development of the plan area, connections to the municipal wastewater
system by plan area development can occur in virtually any sequence. Alternatively, it may be
necessary for the developer of a portion of the plan area to construct the westerly segment of this
trunk line in advance of the City’s timetable, and subsequently be reimbursed for the costs of
line installation in excess of those required for plan area capacity.
Storm drainage improvements can be constructed as development of the plan area occurs, except
that interim drainage facilities may be required to serve residential development in Subarea B
until the westerly portion of this subarea is built out. Similarly, interim drainage retention and
disposal facilities may be required in Subarea E until such time as the proposed drainage
retention basin can be constructed. Adjacent property owners may wish to collaborate on the
construction of “common” interim facilities, until the permanent system and facilities called for
by this plan are developed.
Residential and Commercial Development
There are no phasing plans or required sequences for any residential or commercial development
in the plan area except for that planned in Subarea B. It is in this subarea that the greatest
concentration of development in the plan area is provided for.
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Currently, development plans for Subarea B have been conceptually formulated which propose
buildout of the area in eight phases. It is anticipated that the first phases of this construction
would be initiated at Buena Vista Drive, north of Experimental Station Road. It is important to
include the planned rural-density residential parcels fronting along Experimental Station Road
and Buena Vista Drive in the first phase of this development. Development of these rural-density
parcels should correspond to the build-out of the adjoining urban-density subdivisions to the
north and/or west. Subsequent phases would be undertaken, generally advancing to the west and
northwest. The final sequencing and phased development of this subarea will be determined by
the City and the developer at the time subdivision plans are submitted and approved.
Other Public Facilities
The anticipated phasing of other public improvements planned for the Borkey area include
construction of the proposed elementary school within Subarea B; construction of the North
County Campus of Cuesta Community College within Subarea C; construction of the planned
linear park and greenbelt along the east-west collector and the pedestrian corridors along the
bluffs and connecting the bluffs with the collector corridor as adjacent properties are developed;
and construction of the district-level park planned for the Salinas River at such time as City
funding would permit. The overall buildout timeframe anticipated for the plan area in its entirety
is thirty to forty years from plan adoption.
Relationship of Plan to City General Plan and Zoning
In accordance with State Planning Law, the Borkey Area Specific Plan is intended to conform to
and be consistent with the General Plan of the City of Paso Robles. The broad land use
designations and development policies and the circulation system prescribed by the General Plan
shall be applicable to the Borkey Specific Plan area.
At the time this plan is being prepared and considered by the City, the land use and development
density designations proposed do not correspond to the General Plan designations of the City for
much of the plan area. In fact, the City is in the process of evaluating and updating its Land Use
Element, and corresponding land use designations and standards City-wide, as this plan is being
considered. Accordingly, the adoption of this plan by the City of Paso Robles will be regarded
as amending the City’s General Plan as it is applicable to the plan area; subsequent Land Use
and Circulation Element designations, policies and standards adopted by the City shall be
structured to accommodate the proposals set out in this plan.
Because they must necessarily apply to the City as a whole, General Plan policies and standards
will be broader and less specific than those prescribed by this plan. The relationship between the
General Plan and this specific plan, therefore, shall be such that the specific plan will supplement
and refine the content of the General Plan as it applies to the plan area. In every instance where
one or the other of these plans may have differing standards or policies, those set out in this
specific plan shall prevail and apply to the plan area.
Similarly, the zoning ordinance of the City prescribes permitted land uses and development
standards throughout the community. Zone districts established by the zoning ordinance shall
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apply to all property located within the Borkey Specific Plan area. Applicable zone districts for
each subarea of the overall plan area are summarized as follows:
•

Subarea A
– Agricultural District (AG) and Planned Development ?(PD) Overlay Designation
for the 223-acre portion. See Chapters 21.16A and J of the City Zoning
Ordinance.
- Public Facilities (PF) for the 23 acres owned by Cuesta College.

•

Subarea B – R-1 (PD) and R-1 B-4 (PD)

•

Subarea C – Public Facilities

•

Subarea D – R-1 B-4 (PD) except the 22 acre parcel located on the northeast corner
of Buena Vista Drive and Experimental Station Road, which is zoned R-2.

•

Subarea E – C-3 (PD)

•

Subarea F - R-A (PD)

The City has determined, however, that there currently is a need to modify and improve the
designations of its existing zoning ordinance, and modification of the zone classifications now
used is being proposed. Once this process has been completed, this specific plan may have to be
amended to ensure consistency between its provisions and the new nomenclature of the City’s
zoning ordinance.
The City’s zoning ordinance establishes design and development standards for each of the
zoning districts listed above. However, this specific plan prescribes additional standards, and in
any instance where the requirements of the specific plan are more restrictive than the standards
mandated by the underlying zoning, the specific plan shall prevail and its standards shall apply.
Finally, the City will amend its zone plan to apply a Planned Development (PD) overlay zone to
the entirety of the plan area. This mechanism will afford review procedures, augmenting those
prescribed by this plan, for all proposed development projects.
Procedures for Adoption and Amendment
The State’s Planning Law and General Plan Guidelines prescribe that a specific plan be adopted
in the same manner as a jurisdiction’s general plan. This allows a specific plan to be adopted by
a local agency either by resolution or by ordinance. Because of the comparatively authoritative
nature of the plan if adopted by ordinance, this specific plan shall be adopted by such an
ordinance of the City Council. Prior to adoption, the City’s Planning Commission and the City
Council will each have held adequately-noticed public hearings on the content of the plan.
Similarly, any amendment to this specific plan shall only be accomplished in the same manner as
the original adoption of the plan itself. Amendments may take the form of revisions to the plan’s
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land use designations, its design and development standards, the circulation system prescribed by
the plan, the implementation fee structure, the boundaries of the plan area or any other aspect of
plan content. Such amendments may be initiated by the City, by plan area property owners, by
developers, or by any other interested party. Any request for a plan amendment other than one
initiated by the City may, at the discretion of the City, be required to be accompanied by
application materials including, but not necessarily limited to, a narrative description of and
justification for the proposed amendment, a diagram or map illustrating the amendment, and a
fee adequate to offset the City's costs associated with the processing of the request. The
applicant(s) for any amendment to this plan shall be required to demonstrate the manner in which
the proposed amendment will result in an improved plan and enhancements to the environment
of the plan area and the community at-large.
As previously noted in this plan document, a portion of the plan area lies outside the corporate
limits of the City of Paso Robles, and under the jurisdiction of the County of San Luis Obispo.
Accordingly, subsequent to adoption of this plan by the City, it shall be referred to the County,
with a formal request that the County adopt it for purposes of regulating land use and
development in the unincorporated portions of the plan area. Any development request or other
project application in the plan area subject to the jurisdiction of the County should be referred to
the City for comment, prior to County action on the matter.
Procedures for Processing Development Applications
Once this specific plan has been adopted, separate development plan applications may be
submitted for review and approval, consistent with the plan and other applicable City
regulations. Such applications will necessarily require detailed engineering plans, as well as all
other elements required by City regulations and this plan for subdivisions, landscaping, site
improvements and public infrastructure. Such development plans will be reviewed for
consistency with this plan, with the City’s General Plan and zoning ordinance, and with other
applicable City standards and requirements. The City may impose such conditions as it wishes
and are reasonable upon the approval of any development plan.
Section 15182 of the State CEQA Guidelines provides that:
“Where a public agency has prepared an EIR on a specific plan ... no EIR or negative
declaration need be prepared for a residential project undertaken pursuant to and in
conformity to that specific plan if the project meets the requirements of this section.”
This exemption from the potential requirement to prepare EIRs on future residential
developments in the plan area is applicable provided that there are no significant changes in the
circumstances under which the future projects are undertaken or new information that would
require important revisions in the EIR for the specific plan as described in CEQA Guidelines
Section 15162. Accordingly, for future residential developments proposed for the Borkey
Specific Plan area, provided that those developments conform substantially to the plan and that
the environmental conditions under which the plan was adopted do not change significantly, no
further environmental documentation or clearance under CEQA would be required. However, for
nonresidential uses provided for by the plan, the City may elect, depending upon the findings of
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specific initial studies of the potential environmental effects of such projects, to either reference
the specific plan EIR or, alternatively, prepare separate, subsequent environmental documents.
Political/Jurisdictional Adjustments
It shall be the policy of the City of Paso Robles and of the County of San Luis Obispo, should
the County adopt this plan, to seek the annexation of unincorporated portions of the plan area to
the City. Implementation of this policy will ensure that future development in the plan area is
accomplished in conformance to the uniform standards for the community at-large, and for the
plan area specifically, determined to be appropriate by the extensive participation of the
community in the plan preparation process.
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CHAPTER FIVE
FINANCIAL PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTATION
AND ADMINISTRATION
The City of Paso Robles has undertaken the preparation and adoption of the Borkey Area
Specific Plan on the basis of an assumption that any new development in the City must “pay its
own way”. Accordingly, the cost of any public improvements and infrastructure not constructed
directly by plan area developers must be distributed among the developments anticipated in the
area in the form of fees proportionate to benefited parcels and projects. As described in previous
chapters of this plan document, substantial improvements are required to water, wastewater,
storm drainage and traffic circulation systems in order to support planned development of the
Borkey area.
The following sections of this chapter describe the general approach to be taken to financing
essential plan area public improvements; provide a schedule of estimated public improvement
costs; discuss the manner in which it is anticipated that operating and maintenance costs for
various public facilities to be constructed and operated in the plan area will be funded; and
establish a schedule of fees to be charged against benefited properties and developments to offset
projected costs and preclude the City at-large from incurring such costs on behalf of the plan
area.
General Approach to Financing
Financing the construction of public improvements required in the Borkey Specific Plan area
will be accomplished in one of several optional manners, dependent upon agreement between the
City and prospective developers. One such option, and the one typically employed by many
communities and development plans, is the simple ”pay-as-you-go” approach. wherein the
developer installs required public improvements and/or pays associated City fees as each
separate development project is constructed. Advantages commonly ascribed to this approach are
its simplicity and the comparative degree of control over costs and cash flow it allows project
developers. Disadvantages of the “pay-as-you-go” approach are the complications incurred when
substantial “off-site” and/or oversized public improvements are required to serve areas both
surrounding and including a specific development and when the cost of installing such
improvements at the time of development exceeds the share fairly allocated to the specific
development project itself.
A second option employed with increasing frequency in some communities is the establishment
of a special community facilities district. Such districts, enabled under the Mello-Roos
Community, Facilities District Act of 1982 (Section 53311 et. seq., California Government
Code) allow the City to provide for the construction of public facilities through the sale of bonds,
to be retired by proceeds collected over time from affected development projects. Advantages of
so-called Mello-Roos districts are (1) the ability they provide to fully construct major public
improvements and facilities required to serve large developments and areas of the community at
the time of the initial development triggering their need; (2) the potential cost savings
attributable to the construction of such facilities in current year dollars, rather than later when the
effects of inflation have escalated construction costs: and (3) the capability to utilize such
districts to finance ongoing maintenance of public facilities. Disadvantages of Mello-Roos
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districts include the potential difficulty in securing required property owner consent to district
formation when multiple ownerships are involved and the administrative requirements of the
district itself, since it is an independent political jurisdiction.
The third option for public facilities financing for the plan area is the establishment of a special
assessment district. There are a number of special assessment acts, each of which enables the
City to levy assessments for projects that are of a specific and direct benefit to a particular group
of landowners. In addition, the Integrated Financing District Act (California Government Code
section 53175 et. seq.) provides a method for collecting funds for public facilities to be financed
under the 1911, 1913 and 1915 Improvement Acts, the Landscaping and Lighting Act of 1972,
the Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act of 1982, the Benefit Assessment Act of 1982, and
other special assessment and related acts. It generally provides for the sale of bonds to finance,
public improvements and allows assessments to be triggered when development occurs.
Advantages of any of the special assessment district mechanisms available to the City and. to
plan area developers are similar to those associated with the Mello-Roos district, as well as
comparative simplicity of the district administrative process. Special assessment districts are not
independent political jurisdictions. Disadvantages of this approach again include the requirement
that property owner protests can prevent the formation of a district and levying of the
assessment(s) and the inflexibility of certain assessment acts regarding financing public
improvement maintenance.
This specific plan encompasses an area comprised largely of undeveloped parcels, held by a
comparatively limited number of owners. Moreover, the plan calls for public improvements
which serve and benefit properties throughout the plan area. The anticipated phasing of plan area
development as proposed by private sector interests is not precisely consistent with the area-wide
need for certain of the public improvement projects called for by the plan, either (for example,
the requirement for construction of the proposed major east-west collector street through the plan
area is triggered by anticipated early development of the far westerly portion of the area, rather
than the probable subsequent development of the properties lying along that road alignment).
Accordingly, this plan establishes the commitment of the City to require the formation of either a
Mello-Roos Community Facilities District or a special assessment district under one or more of
the various available acts for such purposes in California encompassing, at a minimum, Subareas
A, B, C and the westerly portion of Subarea E of the overall plan area. This approach, to be
worked out in detail with area land owners and prospective developers, is recommended based
upon the need for early construction of area-wide public improvements and the advantages to
both the City and developers of the debt financing techniques enabling such construction to be
paid off over an extended time. Participation of properties included in Subarea D and the balance
of Subarea E is also recommended, although not required, to afford properties in those portions
of the plan area the advantages of early extension of desirable municipal sewerage, water 2nd
storm drainage facilities.
Should the City and/or affected property owners not elect to form the recommended special
district for purposes of constructing public improvements, or for properties not included within
the boundaries of such a district, required improvements must be financed on a “pay-as-you-go”
basis. The final section of this chapter provides estimated fees which would be required to
finance the public improvements prescribed by this plan. Developers should be afforded the
option. under the “pay-as-you-go” approach, of either paying the fees set out in the schedule
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provided in this plan or constructing the required public improvements, including offsite and
oversized facilities, to the satisfaction of the City at their own cost.
As the plan area is developed, and supporting public facilities and infrastructure evolve, the
continuing operation and maintenance of these facilities and infrastructure will become an
increasing obligation. Moreover, the level and quality of maintenance services will have a direct
bearing upon the living standard and character of the neighborhoods in the plan area.
Maintenance of the types of facilities included in the plan for portions of the plan area is
typically performed either by the local jurisdiction or by a property owners' association, or some
combination of these entities. This plan, however, establishes the policy of the City of Paso
Robles, with respect to the plan area, that all public facilities will be maintained by the City, or
by a property owners’ association only if the City and association can execute a mutually
acceptable, performance-based, written agreement providing for maintenance by the association.
The basis for this policy is the assumption that the City can better ensure maintenance levels
consistent with its adopted standards for the plan area if it is the responsible entity, rather than if
it must rely upon a private property owners’ association to levy fees and perform maintenance at
its own discretion, and that only a tightly-drawn agreement affording the City discretionary
authority over maintenance activities will ensure performance to City standards.
At the same time, portions of the plan area (e.g. Subarea B) are anticipated to develop with
public amenities substantially in excess of those typical of other neighborhoods in the
community. The higher costs associated with maintaining such amenities should be absorbed by
benefited properties, rather than by the community at-large. Consequently, this plan prescribes
that the City will require the formation of a special assessment district (under the Open Space
Maintenance Act and/or Landscaping and Lighting Act of 1972) or similar entity for the purpose
of financing extraordinary maintenance expenses associated with plan area amenities.
Specifically, the maintenance and operation of the following improvements and facilities would
be financed through the proposed district mechanism

• Park and landscaped open space facilities, including but not necessarily limited to the
proposed greenbelt along the major east-west collector street in Subarea B, the
pedestrian walkway/greenbelt connecting that street to the bluffs, the landscaping and
pedestrian walkway along the top of the Salinas River bluffs, the proposed linear park
facility in Subarea B, the landscaped entranceways to residential development in
Subarea B and Cuesta College in Subarea C; and the landscaped parkways along
major streets in any plan subarea designated for residential development;

• Streetlighting operating and maintenance costs throughout the plan area; and
• Offsite storm drainage detention and/or disposal facilities in Subarea E.
It should be noted that area residents and property owners can, under the proposed maintenance
assessment district mechanism prescribed by this plan, elect even higher levels of maintenance of
neighborhood public facilities and amenities.
Consistent with the provisions of applicable State law and local policies, affected residents and
property owners can finance higher levels of maintenance, by agreement with the City, through
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assessing themselves additional funds to finance required services. In this manner, area interests
can be allowed some discretion over actual maintenance and operation levels serving their homes
and properties.
The ongoing operating and maintenance costs associated with public streets, traffic signage and
signals, and water, wastewater and storm drainage facilities serving the plan area would be
included within the normal operations and funding processes of the City and financed out of
general tax and service fee revenues.
Estimated Public Improvements Costs
Public improvements required to support development of the plan area include major facilities
for storm drainage collection and disposal, water supply and distribution, wastewater collection
and disposal, and traffic handling. As previously referenced in this plan document, engineering
and technical studies have been completed which have identified the scope and nature of the
improvements this plan prescribes for each of these public services. Included in these special
studies, was analysis of and the preparation of estimates for, the likely costs associated with the
construction of these improvements. Additional analysis was undertaken to allocate these
estimated costs fairly and equitably among the various anticipated developments provided for by
this plan, to enable compliance with and carry out the City of Paso Robles’ policy that new
development must pay for itself without unreasonable burden to the rest of the community.
Reference is made to the technical appendices to this plan for further details on plan-related cost
estimates.
Based upon engineers’ estimates, Table 5-1 summarizes the total costs, in 1998 dollars, required
to design and connect the public improvements necessary to support plan area development as
provided for by this plan.
The anticipated ultimate interchange required at the Golden Hill Road/Highway 46 East
intersection will benefit traffic originating and ending in other portions of the community also, in
even greater proportion than the interim traffic signal. Consequently, a smaller share of the cost
of this proposed improvement has been allocated to Borkey Area development, based upon the
proportionate utilization of the interchange at full buildout of the plan area and other areas of the
community, as forecasted in the traffic study supporting this plan. The balance of signalization
and, ultimately, interchange construction costs will have to be funded from other local sources,
since CALTRANS has clearly indicated that State funding for these projects is unlikely.
The actual total cost of public improvements allocated to the Borkey Area Specific Plan,
accordingly, is approximately $4.9 million. Refer to Technical Appendices A, B, C, G, and H for
additional information regarding the basis for estimated public improvement costs.
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TABLE 5-1
SUMMARY OF TOTAL PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT COSTS
BORKEY AREA SPECIFIC PLAN
Category of Improvement

Estimated Cost

Storm drainage improvements

$ 414,000

Wastewater system

$ 237,500

Domestic water system

$ 370,000

Traffic improvements:
Signal - Buena Vista @ Hwy 46

$ 125,200

Future interchange - Golden Hill @ Hwy 46

$3,342,599

North River Road upgrading

$ 162,760

Contingency

$ 100,000

Plan Preparation/Administration

$ 130,849

TOTAL

$4,882,908

1)

Projected costs to be allocated 100 percent to Borkey Area Specific Plan development

2)

Projected costs reflect an allocation of 36 percent of the $9,285,000 project cost to
Borkey Area Specific Plan development

Schedule of Plan-Related Fees
To enable the City to ensure that the costs of public facilities and public improvements
associated with the development of the plan area are borne by its developers, and not by the
community at large, a schedule of fees to be levied against development projects has been
formulated. Much of the basis for these fees is outlined in Technical Appendices G and H of this
plan. In general, however, it is appropriate to state that the fees presented in this section of the
plan document are based upon the extent to which any affected portion of the plan area is
benefited or served by the public facility or improvement for which the fee is being imposed. In
this regard, the fee schedule prescribed by the plan conforms to the legal requirements of AB
1600, effective January 1, 1989, mandating a reasonable relationship between a development
project and the public improvement for which any fee is being levied.
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The fees described in the following schedule are intended to supplement, and do not replace or
relieve the requirement for other development-related fees already in place on a City-wide basis
(e.g. Quimby Act park fees). They apply only to the Borkey Specific Plan area, and are intended
to be levied against all new development in that plan area. In accordance with the requirements
of AB 1600, fees collected under the Borkey Area Specific Plan process will be deposited and
accounted for separately by the City for each improvement listed in the fee schedule. Funds will
be expended only for the express purpose of the identified public improvement for which each
fee is collected.
Mechanically, it is intended that the fees outlined in the referenced schedule be collected in
conjunction with issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy.
With regard to collection of the fees prescribed in this plan, it is also worth noting that
developers will be given the option of constructing the major facilities and improvements for
which the fees are intended, in lieu of paying the fees themselves. In the instance where any
developer elects to construct such improvements, he or she will be given credit for the full fee
(but in no case in excess of 100 percent of the fee amount) for the affected improvements.
Technical Appendix “H” and Table 5-2 summarize the fee schedule established by the 1998
update of this plan for the development of the Borkey area.
The relationship between timing of planned developments and the required installation of public
improvements and facilities was discussed in the preceding chapter of this plan document. It is
evident from this discussion that some improvements may have to be installed before the fees
provided for by this plan will fully fund their costs. In such instances, project developers may be
required to install improvements and be reimbursed as subsequent developments occur.
Alternatively: the City reserves the option of advancing other City funds for improvement
projects, to be repaid by fees collected over time in accordance with the schedule set out above.
Should the City advance funds for the construction of improvements called for in the specific
plan, it may recover interest income losses, in addition to capital costs, at a rate to be established
by the City’s Director of Administrative Services. These interest costs shall be added to
applicable specific plan fees as established by the City. Moreover. the fees, prescribed by this
plan may be reestablished by the City as often as once annually by resolution to account for
inflation from year-to-year. Any such adjustments shall be based upon documented increases
(and/or decreases) in public improvements construction costs, as reflected by the Engineering
News Record (ENR) index or other appropriate index of such costs.
Finally, the fee schedule provided for by this plan encompasses public improvements and
facilities costs directly attributable to the development of the Borkey Specific Plan area.
However, potential growth throughout the community, including the plan area, will cumulatively
place an increasing burden upon the City to provide services, facilities and infrastructure to
support an expanding population. Accordingly, the City must devise ways of generating funds
necessary to offset the costs of this general upgrading of infrastructure and public facilities.
Moreover, State law mandates that such means be equitable and distributed throughout the
community in proportion to benefit(s) received. Accordingly, in addition to the fees specifically
provided for by this plan, applicable only to the Borkey area, the City may, and probably will,
also impose fees on development City-wide, including that in the plan area, to mitigate
community-wide impacts of local development and growth.
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TABLE 5-2
SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENT FEES
BY PLAN SUBAREA AND CATEGORY OF IMPROVEMENT
BORKEY AREA SPECIFIC PLAN

Category of
Facility or
Improvement
Storm Drainage

A

B

C

D

E

$0

$0

$0

$0

$3,664

Wastewater

79

79

11/Student*

79

84

Water

408

408

674/acre

480

185/acre

Signal, BV @ 46

200

200

66/acre

200

0

2,957

2,957

110/Student*

2,957

4,147

North River
Road Upgrade

260

260

86/acre

260

---

Contingency Fee

115

115

161/acre

115

161

Plan Preparation
Admin.

209

209

69/acre

209

---

TOTAL FEES

$4,228

$4,228

$4,228

$8,241

Interchange

NOTES:

Subarea Designation/Fees per Unit

$1,055/acre
$121/student*

No fees be levied against Subarea F: this subarea will develop as public parkland.
Fees for Subareas A, B, and D are for each residential unit; fees for Subareas C &
E apply to each acre (gross) of development site unless otherwise noted.
*

Wastewater and interchange amounts are rounded to the nearest dollar but
cumulatively total $121.
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